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Abstract
In the Tokamak plasma, for fusion to be possible, we have to maintain a very high temperature and density at the core at the same time keeping them low at the edge to protect the machine. Nature does not favor gradients. Gradients are source of free energy that causes instability. But we require a large gradient to get energy from plasma fusion. We therefore, apply a huge magnetic field on the order of few Tesla (1 T-10 T) that confines the plasma in the core, maintaining gradients. Due to gradients in density of charged particles (ions and electrons), there is an electric field in the plasma. Heat and particle transport takes place from core to edge mainly through anomalous transport while the E × B velocity shear acts to reduce the transport of heat and particles. The regime at which the E × B velocity shear exceeds the maximum linear instability growth rate, as a result, the transport of particles and heat gets locally reduced is termed as the formation of a transport barrier. This regime can be identified by calculating the transport coefficients in the local region. Sometimes it can be observed in the edge where it is called an edge barrier while if it is near the core it is an internal transport barrier. There is a positive feedback loop between gradients and transport barrier formation.External heating and current drives play an important role to control such barriers. Auxiliary heating like neutral beam injection (NBI) and radio frequency (RF) heating can be used at a proper location (near the core of the plasma) to trigger or (far outside from the core) to destroy those barriers. Barrier control mechanism in the burning plasmas in international thermonuclear test reactor (ITER) parameter scenarios employing fusion power along with auxiliary heating source and pellets are studied. Continuous bombardment with pellets in the interval of a fraction of a second near the core of the burning plasma results in a stronger barrier.Frozen pellets along with auxiliary heating are found to be helpful to control the barriers in the tokamak plasmas. Active control mechanism for transport barriers using pellets and 
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auxiliary heating in one of tokamaks in United States (DIII-D) parameter scenarios are presented in which intrinsic hysteresis is used as a novel control tool. During this process, a small background NBI power near the core assists in maintaining the profile.Finally, a self-sustained control mechanism in the presence of core heating is also explored in Japanese tokamak (JT-60SA) parameter scenarios. Centrally peaked narrow NBI power is mainly absorbed by ions with a smaller fraction by the electrons. Heat exchange between the electron and ion channels and heat conduction in the electron channel are found to be the main processes that govern this self control effect. A strong barrier which is formed in the ion channel is found to play the main role during the profile steepening while the burst after the peaked core density is found to have key role in the profile relaxation.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Preliminaries

It is a well accepted fact that energy demand is growing rapidly and the resources are limited for fulfilling those demands. Most of the energy sources are non renewable which are estimated to be depleted within a century from now due to the rapid growth of population and over consumption of non renewable energy. Another major problem with current fossil fuel energy is excessive CO2 emission which causes global warming and other adverse effects in the environment like melting of ice, sea level increase, extinction of certain species etc. So it is wise to look for the long term alternative solutions for energy which is clean, safe and large in quantity. Fusion energy could be one of the best replacement options as it is safe (controlled reaction), clean (low carbon dioxide emission), enormous source of energy, and the initial fuel for the reaction i.e. deuterium and tritium (isotopes of hydrogen) are easily available. Deuterium can be easily extracted from the sea water while tritium is unstable due to its short life time with half life of 12.6 years but can be produced from lithium which is abundant on the earth. CO2 emission per electric power kWh is an important figure of merit called specific CO2 emission[1]. Figure 1.1 shows the specific CO2 emission from different energy sources. From this figure it is clearly seen that hydro is the best source of energy in terms of CO2 emission and fusion power is also close to hydro which emphasizes the importance of fusion power plant in terms of carbon dioxide emission (clean energy source) in addition to its other positive aspects.
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Figure 1.1: Specific CO2 emission of fired (coal, oil, natural gas), renewables (solar, wind), fission and fusion plants. Green and yellow indicate CO2 emission by construction and fuel burn, respectively. Abbreviations are CCS: Carbon Capture and Sequestration, PV: Photo Voltaic, LNG: Liquefied Natural Gas[1].
Fusion energy production is based on the nuclear fusion principle. The energy obtained after combination of two lighter nuclei to form a heavier stable nucleus is the fusion energy. The energy is equivalent to the mass defect, E = ∆mc2 where ∆m is the difference between total reactant mass and total product particle mass, and c is the speed of light. The representative equation for the fusion reaction is as follows: A+B ⇒ C +D +Q.Here A and B are two reactant nuclei while C and D are product particles after fusion. Q is the energy obtained after fusion reaction. This energy may be in the form of thermal or kinetic energy of the product particles, or in the form of radiation. This energy is converted into electrical energy to be used by consumers. The most common fusion reaction in the plasma fusion community is D-T fusion reaction;

1D2 + 1T3 ⇒ 2He4 (3.5 MeV) + 0n1 (14.1 MeV) + Energy.Here, deuterium (1 D2 ) and tritium (1 T3 ) nuclei combine to give more stable alpha particle (2 He4 ) with energy 3.5 MeV and neutron (0 n1 ) with energy 14.1 MeV. The schematic diagram for this reaction is shown in figure 1.2. Since neutrons are chargeless/neutral particles, they get scattered randomly. So neutron energy cannot be easily captured and stored. On 2



the other hand, alpha particles are charged particles, a fraction of their energy is utilized to heat the plasma through particle-particle collisions and some fraction of energy can be extracted through a diverter. Since both the reactant particles are positively charged, work has to be done against electrostatic force of repulsion. To do so, some fusion criteria has to be met.

Figure 1.2: Schematic diagram of D-T fusion reaction.
1.1.1 Fusion criteria

To generate a fusion reaction, one must overcome the electrostatic force of repulsion between plasma ions and generate strong nuclear force requiring a very high temperature (~ 10 keV) and density (~ 1020 m-3). The minimum break even condition is also called the Lawson criterion[2] for D-T plasma with Te ~ 15 keV is given by [neτe = 1020 sm-3][3] or equivalently [neTeτe = 1.5 ×1021 keVsm-3], where ne, Te and τe are electron density in m-3, electron temperature in keV, and energy confinement time in seconds, respectively. There are three known confinement schemes to fulfill the Lawson criteria and to generate fusion power.
1.1.2 Plasma confinement

Plasma is an ionized gas consisting of charged particles. Fusion of such particles requires very high density and temperature. To maintain high density and temperature, the plasma has to be well confined in some small spatial region. There are different techniques for such 
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plasma confinement.
Inertial confinement

Inertial confinement is the one of the plasma confinement schemes in which the fuel is compressed and heated to obtain a high-density plasma with high fusion rate and keeping it confined for a short period of time. Laser beams are employed to get such confinements. Today's laser implosion facilities can compress targets to tens or even hundreds of gigabars (about a billion atmospheres) equivalent to an energy density of 100 kJ/mm3 [4].
Gravitational confinement

Gravitational confinement is the plasma confinement due to gravitational force in the massive ob jects like sun, stars etc. It requires an enormous mass on the order of a solar mass to produce such a strong gravitational force to allow self-sustained fusion. So this confinement scheme is impossible on the earth.
Magnetic confinement

Magnetic confinement of plasma employs the process of heating the fuel (hydrogen, deuterium or tritium) to obtain a low-density plasma with low fusion rate and keeping it confined for a long period of time compared to inertial confinement. Strong magnetic fields are used to achieve such confinements. Magnetic confinement is a scheme which is based on the principle of charged particle motion in an electromagnetic field. A toroidal magnetic field configuration is preferred for the magnetic confinement because it presents closed field lines to prevent particle leakage. The tokamak and stellarator are two toroidal devices used for the magnetic confinement of the plasmas. Throughout the thesis, we restrict our study to magnetic confinement of plasma in tokamak geometry.
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1.2 Turbulence and turbulent transport
Nuclear fusion reaction in the tokamak plasma is feasible due to strong magnetic confinement of the charged particles (ion, electrons, alpha particles, and possibly impurities). Strong gradients in the temperature and density and hence pressure provide the free energy for the turbulence and the shear flow. The shear flow then increases reducing the turbulent transport. The effective radial thermal and particle transport decreases so that the plasma core becomes sufficiently hot and dense, which is suitable for the fusion. The edge becomes colder and less dense so as not to melt the plasma facing component of the outer jacket. Steady state reactor design for the sustained confinement is a key issue that limits the feasibility of nuclear fusion in a tokamak configuration[1, 5, 6]. Heat and particle transport through turbulence is faster than the collisional transport, which helps the fusion energy extraction and the profile relaxation. Controlling profile relaxation is important to achieve the steady state reaction. Therefore, understanding plasma turbulence and turbulent transport in addition to collisional transport is crucial for fusion reactor design. Understanding turbulent transport in tokamak plasma is more complex than that in neutral fluid due to interaction of charged particles with electromagnetic fields[7]. Classical diffusion in magnetized plasmas, can be described by a random walk process, with a characteristic diffusion D, given by D ~ ρe/τe, where ρe is the electron Larmor radius and τe is the electron collision time. Neoclassical transport, or classical transport in toroidal devices, has well established theories [8, 9, 10] that are based on classical diffusion, and take into account the toroidal geometries. The neoclassical approach describes three distinct regions in the plasma, based on collisionality ν*. The collisional or Pfirsch-Schluter regime (ν* > 1), the banana regime which is relatively collisionless (ν* < ε3/2), and the plateau regime, which is intermediate between the other two regimes (ε3/2 < ν* < 1)[11], where ε is the ratio of minor to major radius of the tokamak, also called inverse aspect ratio .
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1.3 Transport barriers
Tokamak plasmas can't reach temperatures sufficient to ignite through resistive heating alone, because resistive heating decreases as the temperature increases. Auxiliary heating is therefore required to increase the plasma temperature to meet the ignition condition. However, this can degrade the confinement and often leads to a low confinement mode (L-mode). This mode is characterised by high turbulence and large radial transport perpendicular to the magnetic field lines [12]. In the tokamak plasma a regime is found at which effective turbulence transport is observed to be reduced significantly at some range of radial positions. Reduction in effective turbulence transport can be quantified through calculation/measurement of transport coefficients/fluxes. This particular regime is known as transport barrier. Such a reduction can happen near the core or near the edge of the tokamak minor radius, respectively called internal transport barriers (ITBs) and edge transport barriers (ETBs), which are also called an H-mode. The H-mode, characterized by reduced transport near the edge was first observed in the neutral beam (NB) heated diverter discharges of the ASDEX tokamak[13]. On the basis of the observed H-mode, internal transport barriers were subsequently also realized near the core. The formation of ETBs or H-mode has a positive effect on the formation of ITBs as the pedestal formation during ETBs can change the transport coefficient at the core[14]. However, ITBs can also be initiated independently of ETBs[15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. This thesis focuses mainly on the core region, hence on the ITBs. These barriers are due to the steep profile gradients in the density, temperature, and in the pressure profiles. Figure 1.3 illustrates the plasma temperature profiles in L-mode, H-mode, and ITBs phases of the tokamak plasma. A steep temperature gradient near the core is the main characteristic of ITBs, while steep gradients in the pedestal edge are the main feature of the H-mode or ETBs. Sawteeth oscillation at the core in L-mode is the main feature that degrades the confinement. The radial electric field plays an important role in the formation of ITBs through E × B shear[20] generation. Profile gradients near the core in ITBs scenario
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lead to an increase in the radial electric field Er [11], and its gradient. The radial electric field in the magnetized plasma is given by

where Zi, ni, vθi, vφi and Pi are the charge, density, poloidal velocity, toroidal velocity and pressure of ion respectively. Bθ and Bφ are the poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields respectively, and e is the electronic charge. The role of the electric field in the plasma confinement and structural formation is reviewed in [14]. E × B shearing rate in terms of radial electric field Er and safety factor q(r) =  is given by

where α2 is a parameter[3] that depends on radial and poloidal correlation lengths of the turbulence.

Figure 1.3: Characteristic plasma temperature profiles for L-mode, H-mode, and Internal Transport Barriers[22].
The main features of ITBs are the location, width and strength of the barriers as well as the transport channel affected by the barriers[23]. E × B shear has a stabilizing effect 
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on both the edge and the internal transport barrier. Studies of core and edge transport barrier dynamics of DIII-D and TFTR[24] show that E × B shear effects, on turbulence induced transport, is significant at all radial positions in the plasma of both devices. There are complex feedback loops among profile gradients, E × B shear, ITBs, different turbulence modes like ion temperature gradient (ITG), electron temperature gradient (ETG), trapped electron mode (TEM), and bootstrap current (jbs ) that depends upon pressure gradient and various other parameters. E × B shear seems to have a common effect in the edge and internal transport barrier[25] as it suppresses the turbulence and assists the barrier formation.

Figure 1.4: Turbulence stabilization mechanism with various feedback loops with turbulence drive and stabilization parameters[25].
Study of internal transport barriers is broadly recognized as an indispensable topic in fusion plasma studies because it provides a better route to reach the advanced tokamak scenario improving global confinement. It can also improve plasma stability through the use of external current drive and pressure gradient driven bootstrap current as non inductive current instead of inductive plasma current.

1.3.1 Safety factor and reversed magnetic shear
In the tokamak plasma, safety factor (q(r)) is the ratio of poloidal to toroidal modenumber of the magnetic field i.e. q= m/n, where m and n are the number of turns in the 8



poloidal and toroidal magnetic field lines. It gives the measure of helicity of the resultant magnetic field that is important for the stability. Alternatively, it can also be defined in rBterms of poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields as q(r) = . Here, R, r, Bθ and BΦ are the tokamak major radius, radial distance from magnetic axis normalized with tokamak minor radius, poloidal, and toroidal magnetic fields respectively. Optimized shear experiments with positive magnetic shear admit that integer magnetic surfaces (q=2 or q=3) have strong correlation with the triggering ITB[26]. Magnetic shear is dependent on the safety factor profile and is defined as s =   In addition to E × B shear, magnetic shear also plays an important role in the formation of internal transport barriers. In the case of a non monotonic q profile, internal transport barriers can easily be formed in the zero or negative magnetic shear regions. These regions are stable to ballooning modes, and importantly partially suppress the toroidal drift type instabilities [23]. However, it has to be noted that magnetic shear reversal is neither sufficient nor necessary condition but it facilitates for the condition necessary for the barrier formation[24]. Magnetic reversed shear (RS) or negative central shear (NCS) can be created if the off axis toroidal current is increased in a shorter timescale than the resistive current penetration timescales, creating a hollow current profile. Auxiliary heating during the current ramp-up phase is often employed to increase the electron temperature, and thereby the current penetration time, and also, in some cases, to drive off-axis current directly[27]. Various safety factor profile configurations are shown in figure 1.5 from which different magnetic shear scenarios can be obtained.
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Figure 1.5: Various safety factor (q) profiles. Conventional monotonic q profile (blue), q profile with no shear at the core (green), q profiles with weak (light orange) to strong reversed shear (dark orange)[28].
Out of these different q-profiles, reversed shear (RS) or negative central shear (NCS) profiles are preferred for internal transport barriers formation and hence for the advanced tokamak scenarios. Such profiles are created by application of auxiliary heating during current ramp-up phase and used in various machines like TFTR[7], JT-60U[29] and JET[30], and OFF axis current drive with lower hybrid current drive (LHCD)[31]. The degree of magnetic shear reversal can be controlled by the magnitude and the timing of the auxiliary heating, target density, and delay in the plasma flattop until the time of interest[32]. In this research, a reversed shear (RS) q profile is used. The central q value is maintained to be 3.5 while q minimum is set to be 2.5 at position r/a = 0.35. Since the central q value is greater than unity, it is safe from a sawtooth type instability.

1.3.2 Power threshold (PTh)
The existence of a power threshold is one of the ma jor conditions for the formation of internal transport barriers, a similar concept to that in the L-H transition. This is the minimum power that has to be input near the core to get the ITBs, also explicitly called transition power threshold. If the power near the core is higher than transition power 
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threshold, turbulence gets highly suppressed and ITBs are said to be formed while if the power near the core is less than the power threshold, turbulence gets enhanced. Below the ITBs power threshold, there is another regime at which waves get generated called oscillation regime and its power threshold can be defined as the oscillation threshold Posc ~ 0.5PTh [33]. In some articles[34] these are defined as limit cycle oscillations (LCOs).The amplitudes of such oscillations are small at the core and increases gradually up to the profile gradient foot points.Both of these power thresholds are highly dependent on the shape of the safety factor (q) profile as the q-profile shape determines the magnetic shear (s). The magnetic shear has control over linear growth rate of the turbulence. Another parameter that has a major effect on the transition power threshold is the toroidal magnetic field. The dependence of power threshold on the toroidal magnetic field is found to be PTh ~ 0.9BΦ2.4 [15]. Similar dependence for JET is explicitly described in[35]. The power threshold for the ITBs increases as the magnetic shear changes from strong negative central shear to weak or positive central shear[4, 24] because of its contribution to the linear growth rate. In our simulation, even though a detailed calculation has not been carried out, the approximate power threshold (transition) values for various tokamak parameters scenarios are as follows;

Power threshold for electron ITBs are found to be even higher than that for ion ITBs.
1.3.3 External triggering factors for ITBs

Internal transport barriers can be triggered by external heating and current drive sources.Neutral beam injection, pellet and the RF power are the main triggering factors for ITBs 11

Table 1.1: Power threshold for different devices for given toroidal magnetic fields.
Device Pτh(MW) BΦ(T)DIII-D 2.5 2.2JT-60SA 15 2.25KSTAR 2 3.5ITER 45 5.3



studied in this research. Timing, position, and strength are the major characteristics of the triggering factors that determine whether they trigger the ITBs or deteriorate them.
1.3.4 Barrier characterization

In many studies, transport barriers are characterized by the measurement/calculation of the thermal or particle fluxes or the corresponding transport coefficients at some localized position. In this study, internal transport barriers are characterised by the calculation of thermal and particle transport coefficients which are dependent on density or potential fluctuations. These coefficients are the sum of their neoclassical, resistive ballooning and anomalous parts[3]. Anomalous transport is generally dominant in the core transport over other parts. Significant reduction of anomalous transport coefficient indicates the ITBs formation and its strength.
1.4 Advanced tokamak scenarios

In the standard/conventional tokamak scenario, there is a monotonic current density profile increasing towards the core. Therefore they have a monotonically decreasing q-profile towards the core. Instabilities like neoclassical tearing modes (NTMs)[36, 37] and sawtooth oscillations[38, 39] can be generated near the core of the plasma that degrade the plasma stored energy and hence leads to degrade the confinement time. The ”advanced scenario” in general refers to all the confinement modes which have significant improvement of confinement over the standard H-mode scaling law and additionally, good MHD stability properties[32]. However, discharges with better confinement possessing flat or hollow current profiles which correspond to zero or reversed shear q-profiles are mainly considered as the optimal advanced tokamak scenarios. One of the best ways to access such scenarios is through the formation of internal transport barriers. To reach the steady state advanced tokamak scenario, a major portion of toroidal current has to be non-inductive in nature. Such current can be driven by external heating and current drive techniques and self generated current 
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due to a pressure gradient called bootstrap current[40]. Even though reactors with large bootstrap current also have their constraints, efficient steady state reactors can be feasible when a large fraction of current (> 70%)[41] is driven by the bootstrap current. Since the bootstrap current has hollow profile, current profile control for MHD stability is important. It has to be adjusted before intense auxiliary heating as it is difficult to change as the plasma temperature becomes high[1]. It is possible to have a common regime with large bootstrap current fraction, improved confinement and better MHD stability for the advanced tokamak scenario[42].
1.5 Plasma heating

The plasma needs to be heated up to a temperature of the order of 10 keV for the fusion reaction to take place. There are several ways of plasma heating such as resistive heating, neutral beam heating, radio-frequency heating etc. Resistive heating can't heat the plasma sufficiently to access the fusion regime as its efficiency decreases as the temperature increases. After the initiation of the fusion reaction, heating due to the alpha particles, one of the product particles of the reaction, also called self-heating, becomes an important heating source in the burning plasma allowing the fusion to become self sustaining.
1.5.1 Neutral beam heating

Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) is the principal auxiliary heating source in the initial phase of the plasma fusion process. NBI power is the power injected by beams of energetic particles like hydrogen or deuterium with energy of the order of hundreds of keV to MeV. Penetration of the neutral beam in the fusion plasma is determined by the density profile[43]. Low density at the edge of the plasma assists, leading to better penetration of the beams into the core of the plasma. These energetic particles impart their energy to the plasma species through particle-particle collisions. The amount of power that goes to electron or ion species of the plasma depends on the temperature of the plasma. The integrated fraction of neutral beam 
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power that goes to ion is given by the following equation[44];

with x = Wα0∕Wc where Wα0 is the alpha energy and Wc = 18.6Te is the critical energy.
1.5.2 Self-heating/a-heating

In the D-T fusion reaction alpha particles are one of the product particles which have an energy of 3.52 MeV as their kinetic energy also called their birth energy. Some fraction of alpha particles escape out of the plasma and reach the diverter from which fusion power can be extracted while remaining alpha particles impart their energy to the plasma species through particle-particle collision. The plasma gets heated due to the thermal (kinetic) energy of alpha particles to reach or maintain the fusion criteria. This is called the self-heating process in the burning plasma. Self-heating enables the fusion reactor to reach and maintain its steady state once the reaction is initiated using an external power supply. For a reaction cross section σ and velocity v of the particles, the reaction rate[45] is given by;

The alpha power density can be obtained from the density of the reactant nuclei, the reaction rate and the energy of the alpha particles produced through 

where Eα [MeV] is alpha particle energy in MeV. nD and nT are deuterium and tritium densities respectively and |e| is the absolute value of electronic charge in Coulomb.For nD = nτ = n and Eα[MeV] = 3.52,
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with n in 1020 m-3.

Figure 1.6: Power density vs ion temperature plot for nD = nT = 5 × 1020m-3 plasma.
From the above plot, it is clear that fusion power density peaks at lower temperature for the D-T fusion case compared to the D-D fusion case. So, D-T fusion is more easily accessed than D-D fusion. Experiments in TFTR[11] reported that there was significant increase in stored energy, confinement time, and triple product in case of D-T fusion plasma compared to D-D plasma. The electron core temperature plotted with alpha power for different D:T ratio for the JET experiment[46] is presented in figure 1.7. That figure shows that D-T combination with ratio D:T = 40:60 gives the highest electron core temperature.
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Figure 1.7: Alpha power versus core electron temperatures for different D:T ratios in JET. Figures with percentage inside the brackets indicate the percentage of tritium in the D-T fusion reaction.[46]
In principle, almost all of the alpha power can be used to heat the plasma. For a constant plasma current, alpha particle loss is found to be independent of neutron rate[7] which is equivalent to alpha production rate.Out of this alpha power that is utilized to heat the plasma, some fraction goes to the electron while the remaining goes to the ion channel in a similar way that the neutral beam power does.

1.5.3 Radio frequency (RF) heating
Various forms of Radio Frequency (RF) heating are among the important plasma heating mechanisms used to achieve the regime with an internal transport barrier leading to the advanced tokamak scenario. Wave particle interaction is the mechanism by which the RF heating energy gets transferred to the plasma species. Mainly this involves three steps[47] namely (1) penetration of the plasma from externally launched waves; (2) coupling of external waves with the natural modes of the plasma; and (3) absorption of wave energy and 
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conversion into thermal energy. Depending upon the frequency of the wave, they resonate with either the frequency of the ion wave of the plasma called ion cyclotron range of frequency (ICRF) or the electron wave called electron cyclotron heating (ECH), hence being absorbed by the corresponding component of the plasma. Such heating power can be generated in a non radioactive environment far from the tokamak reactor and carried to the reactor through a wave guide such as coaxial transmission lines[48].
1.6 Pellet

Pellets are the frozen pieces of hydrogen, deuterium or tritium that are fired in the hot plasmas. Pellets decrease local temperature in both the electron and ion channels. They increase local plasma density because they get ionized quickly in the hot plasma. A typical pellet has velocity in the range of 100-1000 m/s, dimension of about 1.5 mm and contains about 1020 atoms in it.
1.7 Outline

The remaining content of this thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, techniques for internal transport barrier control in burning plasmas will be explained using the ITER parameter scenario. Narrow NBI power deposition centered in the magnetic axis (r/a=0) and another one centered farther out ( r/a = 0.1) from the magnetic axis are used as the principal auxiliary heating sources. In the present investigations the pre-existing model is extended to include sources or sinks of density and temperature associated with pellet injection and selfheating or alpha particle heating, as well as radio frequency (RF) heating. The pellets have localized effects on the density and the temperature profiles that are different from heating sources and can be effective as a means for controlling ITBs. Various cases are studied with the NBI heated plasma as the base scenario. (i) NBI and alpha heated plasma, (ii) NBI and Alpha heated plasma with pellet injection, (iii) NBI, Alpha and RF heated plasma and lastly (iv) NBI alpha and RF heated plasma with pellet injection are the cases taken for the 
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barrier control mechanism study. The velocity of the pellet is not included for simplicity which is, of course, an important parameter but is parametrized by the penetration depth. Pellet size is expressed as the local density increases during the ablation. Pellets of different sizes are used at various radial positions to scan the enhancement and control of the barriers. ICRH and ECH are also used as auxiliary heating sources for the profile control. The effect of periodic pellet injection in the transport barriers is also presented.A novel active control mechanism for internal transport barriers will be discussed in chapter 3. In this chapter, the mechanism for controlling ITBs by adjusting the proper amount and position of NBI power, RF power and Pellets will be demonstrated. This has been carried out using DIII-D, JT60-SA and KSTAR machine parameters scenarios. In these explorations, self-heating is turned off as the above mentioned machines have not accessed that regime until now. A clear picture of a hysteresis effect during the forward and reverse transition will be presented.In the fourth chapter, discussion of a new self control cycle of internal transport barriers is presented in which just the NBI power is used as the external heating source. This type of control mechanism is investigated for the JT60-SA parameters. The NBI heating center is located on the plasma axis with a narrow deposition width of r/a=0.12. The heating power is increased from low 5 MW to 30 MW. The ion barrier appears in weak form and gets stronger with increasing NBI power. Finally, the ion barrier becomes strong and an electron barrier also comes to exist. Then power is reduced to 20 MW at which the self sustaining control cycle is observed. Chapter 5 presents the overall conclusion of all the chapters.
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Chapter 2 Control of Internal Transport Barriers in Magnetically Confined Burning Fusion Plasmas1

1 S. R. Panta, D. E. Newman, P. W. Terry, and R. Sanchez. Control of Internal Transport Barriers in 
Magnetically Confined Burning Fusion Plasmas. Submitted to Nuclear Fusion (2020).

2.1 Abstract
In magnetically confined fusion devices, the best performance often involves some sort of transport barriers to reduce the energy and particle flow from core to the edge. These barriers are likely be important in the advanced operating regimes for burning plasmas also. The most common transport barriers are those regimes at which maximum linear growth rates are exceeded by local E × B velocity shear suppression rates and leads to the significant reduction of the transport of particles and energy from core to edge. These barriers have a positive feedback loop in which they are created or sustained by the pressure gradient while at the same time they create or enhance gradients in the temperature and density or pressure profiles. If the gradients in the profiles are too steep that can lead to instabilities and the system collapses. Control of these barriers is therefore one of the major challenges for fusion devices (burning plasmas). In this work we focus on the dynamics of internal transport barriers in burning plasmas, using a simple 5 field transport model. We explore the use of a combination of radio frequency (RF) heating and pellet injection to control the local gradients and therefore the growth rates and shearing rates for barrier initiation and control in self heated plasmas along with neutral beam injection (NBI) heating. Ion and electron turbulence correlation length are very different so corresponding barriers have very different dynamics. Using RF heating on both electron and ion channels at proper locations, electron channel barriers along with ion channel barriers can be formed and removed demonstrating a control technique. Likewise pellets can also be one of the controlling knobs for those barriers.
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2.2 Introduction
Internal transport barriers (ITBs) represent an attractive means of reducing turbulence and transport distinct from the H mode, particularly because they offer the possibility of controlling temporal and spatial features of the barrier by external means. For example, in steady state reactor operation it would be highly desirable to deploy barriers for enhanced plasma confinement, but with the additional capability of being able to periodically remove the barrier to flush ash and impurities. Given such possibilities, ITBs have been the ob ject of numerous studies, including investigations tied to specific devices like TFTR[1, 2, 3], JT-60U[2, 4, 5], JET[2, 6], DIII-D[2, 7], Alcator C-Mod[8, 9], EAST[10], and KSTAR[11].While ITB dynamics are not fully understood, it is generally accepted that ITBs are mainly produced near the region of the minimum of the q profile in plasmas with negative or low central magnetic shear. Reversed magnetic shear is a necessary but not sufficient condition[12], with E×B flow shear[13] being the second essential component. Negative magnetic shear stabilizes ballooning modes, leading to the possibility of enhanced confinement through the suppression of toroidal drift-type instabilities[14]. An example is the Enhanced Reversed Shear (ERS) regime, which is accessed through a confinement bifurcation in which the most direct but not unique control parameter is the power deposited inside the radius at which the magnetic shear is reversed.Control parameters like power deposition operate through the E×B flow shear. The E×B flow is driven by the Reynolds stress, which because it is proportional to spatial derivatives of fluctuation intensity, tends to be large in regions of steep gradients. Steep gradients form transiently in response to localized external power inputs or other external actuators like pellet injection, and when they increase the E×B velocity shear to a level sufficient to suppress the dominant micro instabilities associated with transport fluxes[15], steep gradients can be maintained as a transport barrier. The virtuous loop consisting of flow shear, which allows for steepened gradients by suppressing transport[16], and steep gradients, which increase flow 
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shear, is possible because the gradient free energy that normally drives turbulence instead drives flow shear[17].In burning plasmas, self heating produces plasma behavior that is internally organized and therefore potentially renders means of external control less potent. Self heating originates with the energetic alpha particles released in fusion reactions. The alpha particles impart their energy primarily to electrons, with some fraction going to ions, depending on the electron temperature. The hot electrons transfer their energy to ions via collisions, helping sustain the fusion reaction. Once this process is initiated, auxiliary sources of heating may not be needed to sustain fusion reactions, and if present, may not exert the same level of control as they would in a plasma with no self heating. A critical question for ITBs in burning plasmas is whether control mechanisms explored and developed for plasmas in present-day devices remain effective in regimes with self-heating. Investigating this question is an important objective of the present study.ITB formation, dynamics, and external control have been explored theoretically for non burning plasmas using 1-D (radial) transport models[1, 18] that include the critical external controls through neutral beam injection and gas puffing as sources of heat and particles. In these studies modeling localized NBI power injection in the vicinity of magnetic shear minima established the importance of feedback physics involving the power source, density and temperature profiles, turbulently driven localized E× B shear flow, and turbulence. In the present investigations the model is extended to include sources or sinks of density and temperature associated with pellet injection and fusion alpha particles, as well as RF heating. Pellets have localized effects[19] on density and temperature profiles that are different from heating sources and can be effective as a means for controlling ITBs.The importance of electron physics in the burning plasma power balance, and its effects on the electron temperature and thermal profile lead us to include multiscale fluctuation physics associated with ions and electrons in the form of the ion temperature gradient and electron temperature gradient instabilities and fluctuations. This introduces multiscale physics in 
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barrier formation and dynamics that is believed to be important in transport barrier physics.The basic model is a set of coupled 1-D transport equations for plasma density, electron and ion temperatures, electron and ion fluctuations, and the radial electric field. The latter is the standard expression from ion force balance, while the five dynamical equations describe reaction/diffusion physics in the radial variable that arises from collisional and anomalous transport in the presence of the types of sources already mentioned and collisional coupling. Radial dependencies are critical and include the magnetic equilibrium, time-evolving profiles of dynamical quantities like pressure and density, radially resolved deposition of all sources and sinks, E×B suppression appropriate for toroidal plasmas, and turbulent energy transfer in an inhomogeneous plasma, which includes spectral transfer and anomalous radial diffusion. The model's physically realistic coupling of the radially resolved, temporally varying quantities associated with transport in a burning plasma allows modeling of ITB dynamics. Key aspects of this physics have been previously tested in comparisons of earlier versions[1] of this model with experiment and lend confidence to the predictions of this model.The results of this study suggest that ITBs can be created and maintained in burning plasmas. The transport barriers evince the distinctive signatures of ITBs, including steep gradients in density, temperature and radial electric field profiles, E×B shearing rates that exceed electron and ion linear instability growth rates, the suppression of fluctuation amplitudes, and sizable reductions in anomalous transport coefficients. Specific results show that pellets injected near the plasma core transiently knock out the barrier, but lead to a stronger barrier afterward. Pellet injection at the gradient foot location triggeres a barrier transiently. Periodic injection of pellets in a burning plasma near the core results in steep density and temperature profiles, indicating the formation of a strong barrier. RF power near the core is found to trigger a stronger barrier, while RF power near the gradient foot point removes existing barriers.The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2.3 presents the basic model equations, describes the spatial and temporal properties of key elements of the model, and 
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the associated physics. Section 2.4 describes about simulations of dynamical behaviors of the model associated with the successive addition of external controls. Salient results from numerical solutions of the model are presented in Section 2.5. A discussion of the results and conclusions are given in Section 2.6.
2.3 Basic model

The model we implement here is a five-field, 1-D radial transport model that evolves the profiles of plasma density n, ion and electron temperatures Ti and Te, and the fluctuation amplitudes of ion and electron scale fluctuations εi and εe. The electron scale fluctuation field extends this model from its predecessor [1], allowing barriers associated with multiscale fluctuation physics. All quantities are averaged in the toroidal and poloidal directions. Particle sources associated with pellets and the fusion interaction are added, as are ion and electron heat sources (sinks) associated with pellets, RF heating, and the fusion interaction. The four-field predecessor model established numerous spatio-temporal properties of transport barriers relating both to internal dynamics and external control. The equations of thismodel are:
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and
where the symbols used in these equations and the processes they represent are explained below.
2.3.1 Model characterization

Equations (1) - (6) are described here in greater detail, including characteristics of source and sink terms that represent transport-barrier control elements. Many of the significant couplings between fields are contained in model parameters, like the diffusivities χ and D, and will also be described.

Figure 2.1: NBI power profile (red) and corresponding integrated power profile (blue) for (a) the narrow deposition width 0.12a, and (b) the broad deposition width 0.25a. The black dotted vertical lines indicate the position at which magnetic shear reverses. (c) NBI power fraction that goes to electron and ion channels.
Neutral beam injection (NBI) — The neutral beam directly affects temperatures, density, and the profiles of temperature and density through the source terms QNbi, QNb1, and Snbi- Because the beam is localized, it is an important control parameter for transport barriers. The NBI heat and particle sources are taken to be Gaussian functions of radius with a 
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deposition center at the magnetic axis and a width specified as some fraction of minor radius a. Parts (a) and (b) of figure 2.1 show the NBI deposition profile and integrated power for widths of 0.12a and 0.25a. For most of the results in this paper a width of 0.12a is used. Part (c) shows the fraction of NBI power going to the ions, FiNBI = QiNBI/(QiNBI + QeNBI) , as a function of electron temperature. The NBI fraction is governed by the ratio of beam energy E0 to electron temperature, with most of the beam power going to electrons when beam energy is above a critical value, and to ions when it is lower[20]. The NBI fraction is set by the expression FiNBI = [1 + 0.4(E0/15Te)3/2]-1. For 1 MeV beams 71% of the energy goes to ions at Te =67 keV while the energy splits evenly between ions and electrons for Te =36 keV. We note that in situations with strong ion heating, the high densities characteristic of the core make the ion-electron collisional transfer Qei very efficient.Pellet injection — A second transport barrier control actuator for burning plasmas is pellet injection. The ablation and ionization of injected frozen pellets increase plasma density and decrease temperatures through Spellet and Qpellet. Barrier control is effected through couplings, which include the diamagnetic contribution to the electric field, the effect of density and temperature gradients on the linear growth rates, the effect of the electric field on fluctuation levels, and the effect of fluctuation levels on transport. Pellet ablation and ionization are modeled with Gaussian functions for Spellet and Qpellet. The Gaussians are functions of radial distance from the magnetic axis, centered at a single point rp corresponding to the maximum penetration depth, e.g., Spellet = Sp0 exp{-0.5[(r - rp)/0.1]2}, where r is normalized to the minor radius a. The source amplitude Sp0 is governed by the physical size of the pellet, its speed, and the local plasma temperature[21, 22, 23]. The pellet sources are coupled so that pressure is unchanged by the injection, i.e., Tafter(r) = Tbefore(r)[nbefore(r)/nafter(r)], where the subscripts indicate density and temperature before and after pellet injection. We note that pellet injection is not assumed to be the primary source of plasma density, as the pellet sources are nonzero only during pellet injection events. An example of the effect of pellets on temperature and density can be seen in figure 5, which will be described later.
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Gas puffing — Gas puffing is the principal source of plasma density in the model. It is a Gaussian function of radius that decreases from the edge with a functional form given by Sgp = S0 exp{-0.5[(r - 1)/0.3]2 }. The amplitude S0 is chosen so that gas puffing accounts for ma jor fraction of the combined sources of plasma density over the course of a discharge.Fusion power — A key element that introduces burning plasma effects into the model arises from fusion reactions, which decrease the plasma density via the sink Sfusion and increase electron and ion temperatures via the sources Qfeusion and Qifusion . During a fusion reaction two ions combine to give an alpha particle and an energetic neutron, decreasing plasma density. The alpha power is given by 

where Eα is the alpha particle energy, nD and nT are the densities of deuterium and tritium, and <σv>Dτ is the fusion reaction rate[24]. The plasma is a deuterium-tritium plasma, n = nD +nτ, where we take nτ = nD = n/2. The fusion reaction rate is given by

It is assumed that 20%ofthe alpha power goes into selfheating, i.e., Qfeusion + Qifusion = 0.2Pα.The integrated fraction[20] of alpha power that goes to the ions is given by 
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where x _ Wα0/W0 is the ratio of total alpha energy Wα0 to the critical energy W0 _ 18.6Te.
RF power — RF heating is an important auxiliary heating source for both channels that enables external manipulation of transport barriers because its localized deposition has



a direct and strong effect on temperature gradients. Wave propagation and wave-particle resonance govern deposition, which is represented in the model by the following expression QjRF = QjRF0 exp{-0.5[(r - rjRF)/wjRF]2}, where QjR F0 , rjRF, and wRj F are the heating power level, deposition radius and deposition width for heating to the ion or electron species. The deposition radius and width are typically 0.12 and 0.2 respectively.Ohmic power — The Ohmic power source QeOhmic is of importance in burning plasmas primarily in initial phases of operation[25] when Te < 3 keV before auxiliary sources dominate power inputs. The Ohmic power heats electrons and depends mainly on the density and electron temperature.Heat exchange — Collisions drive energy exchange between ions and electrons that is proportional to the temperature difference. The heat exchange coefficients are given by Qie = -Qei = (3∕2)(me/mi)nνe, where me and mi are the electron and ion masses and νe ~ n/Te/2 is the electron collision frequency.Evolution of turbulent fields — Equations (2.4) and (2.5) describe the evolution of fluctuations associated with ion and electron scale instabilities. The mean fluctuation fields are rms density fluctuation levels,
Because the ion temperature gradient and electron temperature gradient instabilities have adiabatic electron and ion limits, the normalized fluctuating density in those cases is equivalent to the potential eΦ∕Te.Equations (2.4) and (2.5) each contain a drive term in the form of a linear growth rate γj (j = i or e); turbulent energy transfer[26] terms that balance linear drive with spectral energy transfer (α1εj) and turbulent radial diffusion Dεj; and turbulence suppression from E×B shear flow ωE×B. The growth rates represent ITG and ETG instabilities with forms given by dimensional representations valid above the threshold gradients [e.g., γi = const · (Cs/R)(Ln/LTi), Cs = (Te/mi)1/2 is the sound speed, and Ln and LTi are density and ion-temperature gradient scale lengths]. The spectral energy transfer term removes energy from εj through transfer to 
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large-scale stable modes or to smaller scales (neither of which are resolved by the transport model). The coefficients are given by α1 = (k2)^2ρsCs∕∆, where (k2ϴ)1/2 is a rms poloidal wavenumber, ρs = Cs∕Ωi is the sound Larmor radius, Ωi is the ion gyrofrequency, and ∆ is the radial instability width[27], which depends on local profile gradient scale lengths. In inhomogeneous turbulence the nonlinearities also produce turbulent diffusivities Dεj that spread fluctuation intensity radially. The E×B shear suppression terms incorporate the toroidal form of the shearing rate[28], ωE×B = (r∕q)∂∕∂r[(q∕r)Er∕BΦ] q is the safety factor, Er is the radial electric field and Bφ is the toroidal magnetic field. The shear suppression coefficients are α2j = (∆jr∕r∆jθ )2γj-1, where ∆jr and ∆jθ are radial and poloidal correlation lengths.The radial electric field profile is defined by Eq. (2.6), which derives from an ion momentum balance, where vθ and vφ are the poloidal and toroidal flows, and the coefficient of the radial pressure term is the inverse charge (en0)-1. In the simulations of this paper vθ and vφ are taken to be zero.Diffusion — The fluctuation fields couple to the temperature and density evolution equations through the radial diffusivities of Eqs. (2.1) - (2.3). These diffusivities govern transport and are critical in barrier dynamics. The diffusivity of the density equation has neoclassical and anomalous components given by Dn = D1N + D2Nε, where the neoclassical diffusivity Din is taken to be constant. The anomalous diffusivity is given by D2nϵ = DRB + const · Dηi where Drb = (q2ρsCsRνe∕Ωe)(Ln-1 + LTi-1) parameterizes the effect on transport from resistive ballooning[29] fluctuations and is active only in the edge. The other component Dηi = ε2 + 0.01(me∕mi)1/22εe combines the anomalous diffusion of ITG turbulence and electron scale ETG turbulence. The diffusivity Dn appears in the temperature equations as the convective component of the thermal flux. The conductive heat fluxes are written as thermal diffusivities χi = χ1iT + DRB + const · εi2 and χe = χ1eT + DRB + const · Dηi, where χ1jT are neoclassical conductive diffusivities. It should be noted that the terms with diffusivities in the density and temperature equations are not purely diffusive. They represent
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Table 2.1: Parameter values for burning plasma transport simulations.Quantity ValueMajor Radius R 6.2 mMinor Radius a 2.0 mToroidal Magnetic Field Bφ 5.3 TFraction of alpha heating 20%NBI Power P0 45 MWNBI Energy 1000 keVEdge Safety Factor On Axis q0 3.5Minimum Safety Factor qmin 2.5Edge Density 5.0 ×1012 cm-3Edge Electron Temperature 0.5 keVEdge Ion Temperature 0.75 keV
off-diagonal transport, contain convective effects, have nonlinear dependencies on profiles, and have non-uniform diffusivities. The transport associated with these diffusivities can be positive (outward) or negative (inward) depending on gradients.
2.4 Simulations

Equations (2.1) - (2.6) are solved using the transport code Transp25tslongv4[3]. The model parameters represent a burning plasma consistent with a nominal ITER baseline scenario, and are given in Table 1. Some parameters are varied to observe associated changes in system behavior. The studies are divided into four cases, investigating profile evolution for different combinations of external control in the presence of self heating. All cases include NBI and self heating. Case A is a baseline case with NBI and self heating only. Case B adds pellet injection. Case C adds RF heating (no pellet), and Case D includes both pellet injection and RF heating.
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2.5 Simulation Results 
2.5.1 Profile evolution with NBI and self-heating

This section addresses the effect of self heating on internal transport barrier physics with a single type of external control in the form of neutral beam injection. Barrier behavior is examined in detail for NBI powers of 45 MW, 80 MW, and 120 MW, with 80% of the power centered at the magnetic axis and the remaining 20% at r/a = 0.1. Alpha heating power is taken to be 20% of the fusion power. An ITB forms above a power threshold, which depends on the deposition profile[30], the power deposited inside the flux surface at the minimum of the q profile, and the effectiveness of E×B suppression. The NBI deposition profile is a Gaussian. The q profile minimum arises because the equilibrium has negative central shear (NCS). The effectiveness of E×B suppression is set by the value of α2, which here is taken to be 5, giving a power threshold for ITB formation in absence of other external drivers of 45 MW. Below the power threshold the growth rate exceeds ωE×B everywhere, while above the threshold a localized barrier region develops in which ωE×B ≥ γi.
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Figure 2.2: Effect of NBI power in profile steepening and turbulence suppression. Time averaged ion and electron temperatures, turbulence growth rate and E×B shearing rate profile for NBI power of (a) 45 MW, (b) 80 MW and (c) 120 MW. Fluctuation amplitude evolution at positions r/a = 0.25, 0.3, 0.35 for NBI power of (d) 45 MW, (e) 80 MW and (f) 120 MW. Width of the shaded region indicates the width of possible ion transport barrier for the corresponding power. 34



The spatial properties of the barrier are characterized in figures 2.2(a), 2.2(b) and 2.2(c), corresponding to power levels of 45 MW, 80 MW and 120 MW respectively. The q profile is with its minimum in the region 0.3 < r/a < 0.4 having minimum value qmin = 2.5 and central value q0 = 3.5 is used for the NCS configuration. The barrier is a central region for which ωE×B > γi, and its radial extent increases with power. The ion and electron temperature gradients develop steep gradients in the barrier region. At 45 MW the barrier has barely formed, but as power is increased the barrier broadens and gradient steepening becomes apparent. This is consistent with the larger NBI power in concert with stronger E×B suppression relative to the growth rate. At the highest power it is evident from the steeper ion temperature profile that the ion barrier is stronger than the electron barrier, but barriers exist in both profiles. There is a barrier to particle transport indicated by the steeper density gradient with rising NBI power. Barrier formation is also accompanied by fluctuation suppression and anomalous transport coefficient reduction. While it is difficult to see in figure 2.2, the ion gradient is slightly steeper than the electron gradient after the barrier formation, indicating that the ion barrier forms first. This is consistent with the stronger ion barrier seen at higher power.Within the barrier ωE×B and γi are nearly matched. This gives rise to limit-cycle oscillations[31] in εi and εe, which represent variability of transport suppression akin to dithering behavior in the H mode[32]. The oscillations occur in both the temporal and spatial domains, indicating that turbulence is not uniformly suppressed, with intermittent transport events evincing outwardly propagating wave-like behavior. Figures 2.2(d), 2.2(e) and 2.2(f) show the limit-cycle oscillations in the ion density fluctuation εi for the same NBI power levels of figures 2.2(a) - 2.2(c) (45 MW, 80 MW and 120 MW). In each plot the traces of different color indicate oscillation time histories at positions of r/a = 0.25, 0.3, and 0.35. The limit cycle oscillations abruptly start somewhat below the NBI power threshold for barrier formation, and increase in amplitude as NBI power is increased. At high power the limit-cycle oscillations become intermittent, particularly at the larger radius values. Con-
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Figure 2.3: Steepened profiles and stronger barrier with increasing NBI power for (a) density, (b) ion temperature, (c) ion density fluctuation amplitude, and (d) ion thermal diffusivity.
sequently, while peak amplitudes are larger for 120 MW than for 45 MW by a factor of ~2, the oscillation at 120 MW spends a much larger fraction of its cycle at nearly zero amplitude. Computational results related to these oscillations are more fully described in Ref. [33]. Stationary suppression with no limit cycle requires increases in power deposition at the core or increases in E×B shear by increasing toroidal rotation. Figure 2.3 indicates profile responses for smaller increments of NBI power above and below the threshold. Over a variation of 18 MW above the threshold the core density is observed in figure 2.3(a) to experience a slight increase of 1% per 6 MW increment, while the core ion temperature increases in figure 2.3(b) by 4.6% per 6 MW. The larger growth in core temperature relative 
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to density is consistent with the fact that NBI provides a larger heat source than particle source. In figure 2.3(c) the ion density fluctuation is seen to decrease periodically in the barrier region. This is accompanied by a more dramatic decrease in the ion thermal diffusivity in figure 2.3(d), with decreases of nearly a factor of 10 for each 6 MW of additional NBI power.

Figure 2.4: Impact of NBI power on ion density fluctuation amplitude and turbulence suppression.
The intermittency of the limit cycle oscillations is characterized in figure 2.4. The data are drawn from the oscillations of εi at r/a = 0.3, inside the magnetic shear reversal point of r/a = 0.35. At this location ion turbulence suppression is stronger even for power close to the threshold. The plot is constructed from discrete samplings of time traces of the limit cycle oscillations for different NBI powers. The vertical axis is normalized count, representing the percentage of time the fluctuating value of εi falls in the ranges εi < 2 × 10-4 (red trace), 2 × 10-4 < εi < 5 × 10-4 (blue trace), and εi > 5 × 10-4 (green trace). The leftmost point at 36 MW represents a relatively large steady fluctuation level for a heating rate below the onset of either the limit cycle or the transport barrier. At the next data point (~39 MW) there is no barrier but limit cycle oscillations have begun, with an amplitude that is lower than the steady level at 36 MW. This is the beginning of a transition region that sees the formation of the barrier (from profile behavior) and a slight increase of limit cycle amplitude, 37



represented at the third data point by the larger count of the green trace relative to those of blue and red. At the fourth data point (~45 MW) the barrier is established and the limit cycle oscillations are at a low level (εi < 2 × 10-4) during most of the cycle. As power continues to increase, the lower εi values occupy more of the cycle and the higher values are restricted to shorter bursts, indicating a strengthening of the barrier. The intermittently strong suppression and relaxation of the fluctuation amplitude in the limit cycle indicates that there are residual transport events even at high NBI power like 80 MW.
2.5.2 Profile evolution with NBI, pellet injection, and self-heating

Pellets are solid ices of deuterium or tritium with diameters on the order of a few mm. When injected into a hot plasma they quickly ionize, modifying local profiles by introducing a spike in the local density and a dip in the local temperature. The size of the perturbation depends on the pellet diameter, temperature and density at the location at which it ablates[23]. After ablation the perturbation is subject to diffusive mixing. The pellet velocity is important but is ignored here for convenience by assuming that the pellet ablates as a step-function temporal impulse with a Gaussian profile centered at a nominal ablation point.
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Figure 2.5: Density and temperature profile evolution due to pellet injection. (a) Plasma density due to ionization of pellet only (without background density). (b) Ion temperature change due to pellet (background temperature subtracted). The ablation center is at r/a = 0.2 and pellet size is 0.4, meaning it increases the local density at the ablation center by 40%.
We first consider the injection of a single pellet to illustrate how it affects profiles and transport barrier dynamics, and then investigate the effects of a chain of injected pellets. Figure 2.5 shows modifications to the density and temperature profiles from a single pellet of 0.4 cm diameter injected with an ablation center of r/a = 0.2 at the time 0.2 s. The change in density produced by the pellet is shown in figure 2.5(a). The pellet increases the local density by 40%, which is sufficient to raise the density at r/a = 0.2 above the on-axis value. The weak negative gradient between the ablation point and the magnetic axis gives the slow inward transport apparent in the figure. The pellet decreases the local temperature, making the gradient between r/a = 0.2 and the magnetic axis stronger. This produces the rapid heat transport from the magnetic axis outward that is apparent in figure 2.5(b). Fusion power and NBI are both operating in figure 2.5. Consequently, the core density rises from the inward particle transport, which in turn increases the fusion rate and ultimately the temperature on axis. This is an effect that strengthens transport barriers as described next.Depending on their size and ablation center, pellets can modify the conditions required for a barrier. This is particularly true for plasmas near the transition threshold. The effect 
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of a single pellet on plasmas just above and just below the barrier threshold is shown in figures 2.6(a) and 2.6(b). In figure 2.6(a) the limit cycle oscillations initially present are characteristic of a barrier just above the transition, where ωE×B marginally exceeds γi in the barrier region. At t = 1 s the pellet is injected and the barrier is promptly lost as the steepened temperature gradient takes the plasma to a state well below the transition, with ωE×B ≪ γi everywhere and no limit cycle oscillations. There is an increase in outward radial transport and a reduction in confinement time. The ion density fluctuation goes to a nonbarrier quasi-stationary value. After complete ionization of the pellet the barrier reforms around t = 1.34 s. A comparison of ωE× B and γi indicates that the barrier is stronger than what it was prior to pellet injection. The larger amplitude of the limit cycle oscillation also indicates a stronger barrier. The reestablishment of a stronger barrier is consistent with the behavior of figure 2.5, namely the inward transport of pellet density, the subsequent increase of fusion power rate and rise of core ion temperature. The transient loss of the barrier and associated rise in transport suggest that pellets could be harnessed for ash and impurity removal, assuming that other instabilities are not involved in setting the temperature profile. An investigation of this possibility will be described elsewhere.
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Figure 2.6: Ion turbulence fluctuation amplitude change due to pellet near the power threshold. In (a) a pellet injected just above transition threshold at 1.0 s at r/a = 0.2 decreases the shear suppression and increases the growth rate, temporarily destroying the barrier in the ion channel. In (b) a pellet injected just below transition at 0.15 s at r/a = 0.55 transiently triggers a barrier just after injection. The system then goes far below the transition and re-establishes a barrier with higher amplitude fluctuations.
In figure 2.6(b), a pellet is injected at t = 0.15 s with an ablation center at r/a = 0.35 (beyond the minimum of the q profile) into a plasma that is just below the barrier threshold. A barrier is transiently produced at the innermost extent of ablation as profiles initially reduce the growth rate. As the profiles continue to evolve the system drops well below the barrier threshold. This is seen in figure 2.6(a) as an initial increase in the amplitude of the limit cycle oscillations followed by a period with a stationary fluctuation level. When the limit cycle oscillations return at t ~ 1.45 s, ωE×B and γi are comparable.
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Figure 2.7: Impact of pellet injection on E × B shear to linear growth rate ratio and ion thermal transport coefficient. (a) Ratio of E×B shear to growth rate before and after pellet injection. (b) Ion thermal transport coefficients in two time windows before and after pellet injection are represented by corresponding colors. Ion thermal transport coefficient is reduced after pellet injection, indicating a strong barrier.
The ratio ωExB∕γi and the ion heat flux are tracked in figure 2.7 through a sequence of pellet-induced transitions like those of figure 2.6. Before the pellet is injected into the region of the magnetic shear reversal at t = 0.15 s, there are limit cycle oscillations in ωExB∕γi. The peak value of the ratio grows with radius, but never exceeds 0.95. After injection when limit cycle oscillations are quenched the ratio settles into a quasi-stationary value that is somewhat smaller than the time-averaged ratio before injection. At t ~ 0.9 s the increase of on-axis density and the resulting rise of the fusion rate lead to the formation of a weak barrier, seen as a return of the oscillations in ωExB∕γi with a peak value of 1.05 that now exceeds unity. The ion heat flux is shown in figure 2.7(b), computed in the time windows within the pairs of vertical lines in figure 2.7(a). The first window is before pellet injection and the second is after when the weak barrier has formed. The hatched region in figure 2.7(b) is the region of modified profiles and transport, and corresponds to the maximum and minimum of temporal limit cycle oscillations at each radial position. One notes that the maximum values of the flux in the barrier region track those of the flux before pellet injection and connect smoothly with the flux values on either side of the barrier penetration region. The minimum values 
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represent a reduction of the nominal stationary flux value, in force for part of the limit cycle oscillation. The reduction is enhanced significantly after pellet injection.In highly dense plasmas the collisional energy exchange between ion and electrons enables the pellet to impact the electron channel. For pellets injected near the magnetic axis of a discharge with a weak electron barrier this is observed as a brief dip in the electron temperature profile in the ablation region and as a short enhancement in electron thermal transport. The effect on electron density fluctuations is shown in figure 2.8. In figure 2.8(a), there is no pellet injected and the limit cycle oscillations associated with the barrier show no change in character. In figure 2.8(b) a is pellet injected at t = 1.0 s, and the transient modification of the profile suppresses the oscillation for ~40 ms, after which the barrier recovers and the limit cycle oscillations resume, eventually reestablishing their pre-injection character.

Figure 2.8: Change in electron density fluctuation amplitude due to pellet. (a) With no pellet there is Uniform suppression. (b) With pellet injection at 1.0 s the electron barrier is transiently lost.
Periodic injection of a series of pellets can can convert a weak barrier that might be transitory to a strong barrier. In figure 2.9, a series of pellets are injected into a plasma below the barrier transition threshold but above the limit cycle oscillation threshold. The core fueling increases the fusion rate, eventually raises the temperature, and produces steep 
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gradients in density and temperature. The barrier threshold is crossed and a strong ITB develops. Figures 2.9(a) and 2.9(b) show the density and the electron and ion temperatures at three radial positions over a time window that includes 19 pellets injected at a rate of 2.5 Hz. Density builds with each successive pellet until it saturates at a level set by the balance of the pellet source and reduced transport losses. The temperature rise is directly tied to the rise in fusion power, as seen in Figure 2.9(c). Figure 2.9(d) shows that the confinement time also rises. As the density and temperature saturate so do the fusion rate and confinement time, as both depend on the density and temperature. The final levels of saturated density and temperature depend on pellet size and ablation location. Pellets that are larger or injected closer to the magnetic axis produce higher levels of saturated density and temperature. A higher frequency of pellet injection increases the rate at which density and temperature rise, reducing the time to saturation.
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Figure 2.9: Temporal response to a series of pellets of normalized size 0.3 injected with frequency 2.5 Hz (red lines). In (a) and (b) response of density and temperature (ion and electron) to pellets injected at radial positions 0, 0.25 and 0.35. In (c) and (d) alpha power production and confinement time (s) to pellets of size 0.3.
2.5.3 Profile Evolution with NBI, RF, and Self Heating

As a heating source that augments NBI and fusion self heating, RF has a favorable effect on transport barriers. This is examined in this section by considering the effects of sustained RF near the ITB threshold, RF applied as a series of pulses, and changes of the location of RF deposition.Figure 2.10 shows profiles of εi and εe for cases with self heating and NBI power below
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and at the threshold for barrier formation, and at the NBI threshold power with added RF heating QRf = QRf = 8 MW. In Figure 2.10(a) NBI power of 39 MW is insufficient to create a barrier in either channel, although fluctuations are low in the core region where gradients are weak. Figure 2.10(b)shows the formation of an oscillatory ion barrier, with transient periods of εi = 0 during limit cycle oscillations. With the addition of RF power in figure 2.10(c), periods of εi = 0 are more frequent inside the foot point at r/a = 0.4, which has moved outward relative to figure 2.10(b). An oscillatory electron barrier is also now evident, as indicated by limit cycle oscillations with εe = 0 transiently. In both channels the increase of core temperature by RF heating raises the E×B shearing rate relative to the growth rate over barrier widths. The barriers extend from near the magnetic axis to their respective foot points, with the ion-barrier foot point at r/a = 0.4 making it broader than the electron barrier, whose foot point is r/a = 0.3. In terms of width, net power required for formation, and turbulent transport through the barrier as indicated by typical values of εi and εe, the ion barrier is stronger, consistent with parameters that make ITG the dominant transport driver.

Figure 2.10: Ion and electron density fluctuation amplitude profiles with (a) NBI = 39 MW and self heating, (b) NBI = 45 MW and self heating, and (c) NBI = 45 MW, self-heating, and RF heating in both channels. In (a) there is no barrier in any channel because the power in the core is not sufficient power. In (b) there is a weak ion barrier, indicating the power is close to ion barrier threshold. In (c) both fluctuation amplitudes are suppressed completely indicating barriers in both channels.
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We consider pulsed application of RF power in a plasma under the same conditions of figure 2.10(c) to examine how different aspects of plasma transport respond to RF heating. Even though RF heating is off axis for both the ions and the electrons, the power quickly reaches the core through processes like diffusion, advection, and thermal coupling between channels. Thus, temperatures near the core rise quickly after application of RF power and decay rapidly after the RF is turned off. Figure 2.11(a) shows the ion temperature response at three radial locations to a series of one-second RF pulses, separated in most cases by 4 s. The rapid rise and decay at the onset and cessation of RF power is evident. In figure 2.11(b) the density is seen to begin decaying at the onset of RF. Near the magnetic axis the density continues decaying when RF is turned off, while at larger radial values the density changes less consistently. At some point between the RF pulses the density begins to rise at all radial locations.

Figure 2.11: Variation of (a) ion temperatures and (b) plasma density with RF power turned on (1) and off (0) with time. RF power is deposited with a Gaussian profile of width 0.2 centered at r/a = 0.15.
To understand this behavior it is helpful to examine ion and electron fluctuation densities εi and εe, which are shown in figure 2.12. Noting that the NBI power in these plots is above the barrier threshold, we observe that the barrier is characterized by large amplitude limitcycle oscillations, which abruptly start at the onset of the RF pulse. After the RF power is 
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terminated the limit cycle oscillations continue into the period between pulses. Somewhere near the mid point, figure 2.12(a) shows that the limit cycle terminates and εi goes to zero. This indicates that the ion barrier has become very strong. This time corresponds to the point at which the density begins rising. The weaker barrier during RF is consistent with RF heating enhancing gradients and instability drive especially closer to the magnetic axis. The large values of oscillating εi enhance particle diffusivity, accounting in large measure for the drop in density at the onset of RF. To a lesser extent the increase in fusion power caused by RF, which burns ions faster than they are replenished, also reduces density. Ion temperature increases while density drops because RF provides a direct heating source. The strength of the ion barrier is boosted in the off cycle of RF as the relaxing ion temperature gradient lowers the instability growth rate, while its effect on Er is ameliorated by density gradient contributions that from figure 2.11 are seen to change very little.

Figure 2.12: Evolution of (a) ion density fluctuation amplitude and (b) electron density fluctuation amplitude with RF power turned on and off.
From figure 2.12(b) we note that the electron barrier behaves differently. Large limitcycle oscillations are seen in conjunction with RF initiation but they remain large at smaller radii when the ion barrier becomes stronger. At larger radii the oscillations are weaker, but the average values of εe are nonzero. These features are consistent with a weaker electron barrier that does not experience the same strengthening effect as the ion barrier.48



The ON period of RF pulses shows sharp increases in energy confinement time[17], as seen in figure 2.13(a). Increases actually begin before RF initiation at the point midway between pulses when the ion barrier becomes strong. However the rise becomes much sharper when the RF is applied. The alpha power production rate is shown in figure 2.13(b). Alpha power also rises when the ion barrier strengthens midway between pulses. This indicates that the density depletion by fusion burn starts at the point when the ion barrier strengthens and reaches its peak at RF initiation. The decay of density after RF initiation leads to a sharp reduction of alpha power, which goes as the square of the density.

Figure 2.13: Time evolution of (a) energy confinement time and (b) alpha power production the repeated application of RF heating.
The position of RF power deposition affects turbulence suppression. Figure 2.14 shows the effect on εi of RF power with center of deposition varied from r/a= 0 tor/a= 0.6. The ion fluctuation amplitude is strongly suppressed just inside the shear reversal position. When the RF deposition position is in the range r/a = 0 to r/a = 0.33 the region of suppression is broad. It extends almost to the core and represents a suppression of ITG turbulence. For deposition centers beyond the shear reversal position the region of suppression near the reversal position is much narrower and there is an enhancement of turbulence near the edge (r/a > 0.9). Black dotted lines have enclosed the region where ion fluctuation amplitude is strongly suppressed. 49



Figure 2.14: Impact of RF position on turbulence suppression and enhancement.
2.5.4 Profile evolution with NBI, pellet, RF, and self-heating

We now consider the full combination of external barrier controls in a self heated plasma. We find that when the plasma is just below the transition threshold for barrier formation, ion-channel RF power deposited near the magnetic axis triggers a barrier by increasing ion temperature gradient. On the other hand, when RF deposition is far from the axis (close to or beyond the foot point of the ion temperature gradient), transport is increased, reducing the ion temperature gradient near the magnetic axis. As a result, barrier formation is impeded, or if a barrier exists, it is weakened. The critical radial position that divides these two different outcomes is nominally r/a = 0.33. However the tendency for off-axis RF to impede barriers is affected by the location of pellet ablation. When a pellet ablates near the RF deposition radius it absorbs RF power, after which pellet ions diffuse inward. As a consequence, RF deposition can occur beyond r/a = 0.33 without barrier degradation if 
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pellet ablation is also moved outward. Figure 2.15 shows marginal pellet positions, i.e., the radial position beyond which pellet injection counteracts the tendency of off-axis RF to degrade barriers. The marginal position is seen to increase as the RF deposition radius increases. For figure 2.15, there is a single pellet, NBI power is 45 MW, and RF power is 8 MW. In the figure, the density increment produced by the pellet is taken to be the same (0.3) for all ablation radii in the scan. This implies that pellets ablated a smaller radii are larger relative to those ablated at larger radii.

Figure 2.15: Marginal pellet positions for the barrier enhancement versus RF positions in a self heated plasma with NBI, pellet, and RF.
Figure 2.16 illustrates the changes in barrier quality associated with RF deposition at r/a = 0.34 for cases in which the pellet is injected at r/a = 0.18 and r/a = 0.2, corresponding respectively to positions below and above the marginal point. When pellet ablation is above the marginal position in figures 2.16(c) and 2.16(d) we observe an increase in the extent of the ion barrier and the degree of reduction in χi relative to figures 2.16(a) and 2.16(b), where ablation is below the marginal position.
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Figure 2.16: Importance of pellet position in turbulence and enhancement. For pellet at 0.18, (a) ion and electron fluctuation amplitudes, and (b) ion turbulent transport coefficient. For pellet at 0.2, (c) ion and electron fluctuation amplitudes, and (d) ion turbulent transport coefficient.
2.6 Conclusions

This research has examined internal transport barriers in self-heated burning plasmas, noting that fusion power and small normalized gyroradius pose challenges for controlling transport given the self-organized nature of barrier formation, control, and dynamics. We have considered manipulation of barriers by external inputs associated with neutral beam injection, RF power, and pellet injection, focusing on the physics of these sources and nonlinear feedbacks arising from the response of instability, transport, and profiles to the external forces. This work is based on numerical solution of a 1-D transport model with ion and electron multiscale fluctuations, and dynamic profiles of density, ion temperature and electron temperature under the external inputs, collisions, fusion self heating, fluctuation-driven 
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transport, and E×B shear suppression.We have shown that the creation and control of internal transport barriers is possible in burning plasmas at sufficient NBI and RF power. The ability to adjust power or pellet deposition over radius and the possibility of sequenced inputs provide varied scenarios producing either enhanced transport (potentially for control of impurities or ash) or reduced transport (for confinement). Deploying external inputs in mutual combinations, again with specific temporal and spatial deposition properties , is also conducive to control strategies. Responses of the plasma to external inputs can be quite complicated, producing in certain cases opposite trends in density and temperature, as well as in ion and electron channels.Study of neutral beam injection in the presence of self heating established the barrier threshold in NBI power, and barrier properties in relation to the ratio of NBI power to threshold power. From just below the threshold to well above it the barrier experiences limit cycle oscillations whose extreme values and intermittency of temporal behavior are consistent with barrier quality as evidenced by profile gradients and transport reduction.In terms of these characterizations, ion and electron barriers were compared. Across external forcing scenarios, all of which included NBI, the electron barrier was generally weaker, consistent with scale disparity. It required higher power, and with both barriers in place at a given power, the ion barrier was generally stronger. This was evident, for example, with repeated pulses of RF power, showing quenching of ion fluctuations but not electron fluctuations. With finite fluctuations in the barrier, the forward and back transitions in the electron channel showed hysteresis.Pellets were found to be quite effective in control. They generally produce prompt transient effects that depend on ablation location and barrier existence and strength. Transient effects often include an enhancement of transport, which could be useful for impurity control, with barriers emerging later as a result of inward density transport and the resultant increase in fusion power. Repeated pellets tend to build barrier strength. The importance of deposition location, both for heating and pellets, is evident in the combination of all four 
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external inputs, where it is found that RF power impedes barrier formation beyond a critical radius, but that critical radius expands as pellet ablation radius is increased.
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Chapter 3 Use of Intrinsic Hysteresis for the Active Control of Internal Transport Barriers in Magnetically Confined Fusion Plasmas1

1 S. R. Panta, D. E. Newman, P. W. Terry, and R. Sanchez. Use of Intrinsic Hysteresis for the Active 
Control of Internal Transport Barriers in Magnetically Confined Fusion Plasmas. Prepared for Submission 
in Physics of Plasmas.

3.1 Abstract
In magnetically confined fusion devices, control of internal transport barriers (ITBs) is important both to enhance and suppress the turbulent transport to improve confinement control. This allows us to improve confinement to aid in achieving the needed fusion criteria while also permitting the degradation of confinement to control profiles and clean the device moving out the impurities accumulated near the core. In this work we present a novel control scenario utilizing the hysteresis intrinsic to transport barriers to cycle through enhanced and degraded confinement regimes. The work focuses on the control of internal transport barriers using DIII-D parameters but are also demonstrated for EAST, KSTAR and JT- 60SA parameters. Pellets, neutral beam injection (NBI) and ion cyclotron range of frequency (ICRF) power are used as control knobs for this active control scenario using a simple five- field transport model. This combination of tools can control the local gradients and therefore the growth rates and shearing rates for barrier initiation and control utilizing the hysteresis in between. This mechanism suggests a control cycle that can be controlled with a relatively small amount of power in high performance regimes which typically require large power to control.
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3.2 Introduction:
Accessing high temperatures and densities in the core of tokamak plasmas while maintaining a relatively cold edge giving rise to steep profile gradients is the main challenge for the fusion power. The gradients in the profiles act as the free energy source for turbulence and instabilities. At the same time, some instabilities can be stabilized and turbulent transport reduced by the E × B velocity shear[1] which can come also from the temperature and density gradients. Hence, with sufficient velocity shear the outward transport can been reduced significantly. This radial transport reduction in turn allows the plasma core to become even hotter and more dense leading to a positive feedback. This improved confinement gives a more attractive triple product and leads to advanced tokamak scenarios[2]. However, a steady state reduction in transport can cause negative effects also. Strong suppression of turbulence may lead to larger instabilities and even disruptions[3]. Accumulation of ash and impurities[4] at the core may inhibit the plasma heating by absorbing energy preventing the high enough temperatures needed to reach the fusion criteria. Therefore, control of the suppression and enhancement of the turbulence and hence the transport and profiles is critical. This control of internal transport barriers[5] is necessary to get a controlled steady state fusion reaction. In this work a mechanism using the hysteresis intrinsic to transport barriers that allows control over such transport phenomena has been developed. External energy and particle sources are used as the control tools for this operating cycle. This control mechanism is developed using current tokamak parameters such as DIII-D, EAST, KSTAR, JT-60SA and would be extremely useful if developed for burning plasmas also.
Organization of the remaining part of this paper is: The next Section, Section 3.3, covers the brief description of the model used for this research. Section 3.4 provides the nominal machine parameters used in the simulations. Section 3.5 presents the main results of the work with Section 3.6 presents a discussion and conclusions.
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3.3 Basic Model:
This work is based on the five field transport model detailed in [6] and its extension [5]. In this model (Transp26tslong), the plasma quantities density (n), ion temperature (Ti ) and electron temperatures (Te ), ion scale fluctuation amplitudes (εi ) and electron scale fluctuation amplitudes (εe ) are the evolving fields. All the calculations are here done in 1D configuration, which is obtained from poloidal and toroidal averaging of the system as described in [5, 6, 7]. The main five evolving equations and one force balance equation used in the model are as follows.

and
As described in more detail in [5] the NBI power mainly contributes to the energy (temperature) as QNBI with a small contribution in the density equation as SNBI in this model. 
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The Gas puffing from the edge Sgp is the main continuous source of density. Pellet injection is a transient source for density and sin kfor the energy. The RF power can be used as an energy source in both the ion and electron channels. Particle/thermal diffusion process are other sources of density/temperature. Local fluctuation amplitude ion/electron,ε = n)2) mainly depends on ion and electron linear turbulence instability growth rateγs, s = i,e and shear suppression rate we×b =  where r is the radial position, q is safety factor, Er radial electric field and Bφ is the toroidal magnetic field. The non linear term has coefficients  with poloidal wave number kθ, sound Lar- mour radius ρs = ω, sound speed cs, ion gyro-frequency Ωi, radial instability width Δ[7] also depends on local profile gradient scale lengths. This non-linear term represents energy dissipation through cascade towards large turbulence eddies. α2i =   and α2e =  are shear suppression coefficients. Here ∆ir, ∆iθ, ∆er and ∆eθ are radialand poloidal turbulence correlation lengths for ion and electron respectively. The last term in fluctuation equation is the diffusion term to represent turbulent self diffusion. The radial electric field profile is calculated with an algebraic equation in terms of the temperatures and density, their gradients along with poloidal vθ and toroidal vφ velocities and magnetic fields. It is then algebraically calculated and fed back in as the temperature, density, toroidal and poloidal velocities evolve. Here fluctuation amplitudes are coupled with temperature equation through ion and electron thermal transport coefficients(thermal diffusivities) χi and χe defined in [6]
3.4 Simulations

The work presented here uses our transport model described in the previous section and while the model is a relatively simple 1-D transport model it self consistently evolves and couples the basic transport equations to the evolving flux surface averaged turbulence equations necessitating machine parameters. The dynamics of the model have been validated [16] in its domain of applicability in previous work [6,7]. The following general machine 
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parameters (Table 3.1) are used during the simulations. The self-heating in the model is turned off during the simulations (both for simplicity and because with these parameters it is not important). In most of the results shown, DIII-D parameters cases are used.
Table 3.1: Nominal machine parameters for different machines used during these simulations.Parameters DIII-D KSTAR JT-60SA EASTMajor Radius R (m) 1.75 1.8 2.96 1.85Minor Radius a (m) 0.64 0.5 1.18 0.45Toroidal Magnetic field B (T) 2.2 3.5 2.25 3.5NBI power P0 (MW) 2.5 2.0 20.0 2.0NBI energy (keV) 80 90 210 210qo 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5qmin 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
3.5 Results and discussions

Here we present a scheme for internal transport barrier control with NBI, RF and pellet for DIII-D parameters, similar results are observed for the other machine parameter cases also.In this case which will be our model case, a background NBI power of 2.5 MW is used which takes the plasma to a steady state at just below the critical point of forming a weak barrier in ion channel. The NBI power is injected at two locations. One is on axis with a deposition width of 0.18 and is 20% of the total NBI power and the other is off axis centered at r/a = 0.18 which contains 80% of the total power. This NBI power deposition configuration is made so as to get relatively flat core temperature profile with most of the power still being inside the reversed shear region in which qmin is at r/a = 0.35. The distribution of NBI power between the ion and electron channels depends on electron temperature and density[8] but for this case is mainly in the ion channel. This is the first confinement phase which is the low confinement regime (which we will call State I) with robust transport.
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3.5.1 Forward transition to high confinement regime due to deposition of ICRF power near the core
For the second phase of the confinement control scheme, we now inject ICRF power at radial position 0.12, once again inside the magnetic shear reversal location, with deposition width 0.2 and a RF power of 0.6 MW. As figure 3.1a. shows, the ion temperature in the core slowly rises after ICRF is turned on at 0.2 s. As the ion temperature gradient crosses a threshold value, at t just less then 0.4, leading to the E × B shear dominating over the linear growth rates, the core temperature rises rapidly saturating at nearly twice the original temperature indicating a barrier formation. The electron temperature which remained nearly constant right after the ICRF was turned on increases rapidly in conjunction with the ion temperature after barrier formation (figure 3.1b.). The density actually drops slightly just after ICRF is turned on due to an increase in the turbulence caused by the ion temperature gradient increase from the ICRF also increases quickly after the barrier formation as seen in figure 3.1c.. These results are consistent with those in [10] in which NBI power itself is only the power to trigger ITB. In this case NBI is the background power with a relatively small amount of ICRF provides the additional power to trigger the strong ITB.
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Figure 3.1: Forward transition to the higher confinement due to ICRF power. a. Ion temperature variation, b. Electron temperature and c. Density variation during the transition. Dotted vertical line indicates the time at which ICRF is turned on
The suppression of the turbulence can be observed in both the ion and electron turbulent fluctuation amplitude time evolutions after the ICRF is turned on. The time when a strong suppression in the ion scale turbulence and and a weaker suppression in the electron fluctuation amplitudes in figure 3.2 corresponds to the time at which sharp increase the temperatures and density near the core takes place in figure 3.1. This shows that a strong internal transport barrier has been developed due to the ICRF. The fluctuation amplitudes evolution at radial positions r/a = 0.25, r/a = 0.3 and r/a = 0.35 are shown because these are positions just inside the minimum q position where maximum turbulence suppression can be observed because the shearing rate is near its maximum there. The numbers on the plot inside the bracket indicate the normalized radial position r/a. At the radial position r/a = 0.35, ion fluctuation amplitude εi [0.35] in figure 3.2a. is highly suppressed where as electron density fluctuation amplitude εe [0.35] in figure 3.2b. is not suppressed as much. This indicates that the ion barrier is wider on the outside than the electron barrier. Figure 3.2 gives an idea about barrier width in both channel before and after ICRF is turned on.
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Figure 3.2: Forward transition to the higher confinement due to ICRF power. a. Ion density fluctuation amplitude variation, b. Electron density fluctuation amplitude variation during the transition.
Before the ICRF is turned on there is no electron barrier but a narrow region of reduced transport in the ion channel as shown in figure 3.3a.. After ICRF power is turned on a narrow weak electron channel barrier is developed with a strong and wider ion channel barrier being formed as shown in figure 3.3b.. It is clear that the electron channel barrier is both weaker and narrower than that in ion channel because of the magnitude of the shear required for suppression of the smaller scale turbulence.

Figure 3.3: Ion and electron scale density fluctuation amplitude profiles. a. Before ICRF is turned on. b. After ICRF is turned on as the barrier fully developed.
The ion and electron scale fluctuation amplitudes primarily depend upon growth rates (γi,e) and shear suppression rates (Ref. Equation 3.4, 3.5). If growth rate is higher than shear suppression rate, the turbulence is enhanced while if shearing rate is higher than growth rates, 64



the fluctuation amplitudes and hence the turbulence and transport get suppressed. Therefore the growth rates and shearing rates can be used for the transport barrier identification. Figure 3.4 shows that before the ICRF is turned on the growth rates (circles) is comparable to the shearing rate (squares) over a narrow radial position range, r/a 0.3-0.35 and higher in the other radial positions. This leads to the bursty fluctuations and some reduction of transport[7]. After the ICRF turned on figure 3.4 shows that as expected from the increased gradients both the growth rate and the shearing rates are increased but shearing rate is much higher then the growth rate for wide range of radial positions, r/a 0.05-0.4, indicating a strong and broad ITB. Figure 3.4 can be compared with figure 3.3 to see barrier width and level of suppression before and after ICRF is turned on. This highest confinement state we will call State III.

Figure 3.4: Linear growth rates and E × B shearing rates before and after ICRF is turned on.
3.5.2 Profile Control cycle with hysteresis between the forward and reverse transition

For the third phase of the control scheme, the background NBI power is kept the same while ICRF power is turned off. The temperature and density drop to an intermediate 
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state (which we call State II since it is intermediate) but not to initial state. This is a metastable steady state which does not return to the original low confinement state (State I) even though the ICRF is removed. This intermediate state is maintained by the intrinsic hysteresis in transport barriers. The hysteresis is because when a given amount of power is needed to transition from a low confinement regime to a high confinement regime it is doing so from the side of the transition with high turbulence and a large transport coefficient (effective diffusivity). A large amount of power is needed to overcome the high transport and reach the gradient required for the transition. When on the high confinement side of the transition the turbulence and transport coefficient are small meaning much less power is required to maintain the critical gradient. Therefore the back transition power threshold will be much lower than the forward transition power threshold. This intermediate state is still an enhanced confinement regime being maintained by the background NBI power. In the final step a perturbation is applied using a pellet to knock the barrier down to the original low confinement state. The pellet triggers the back transition by reducing the temperature locally and therefore reducing the temperature gradient below the critical gradient outside the pellet deposition location. This cycle can be repeated with ICRF again is used to reach to the highest confinement state allowing the cycles to be maintained with active control with NBI power as background power and ICRF and pellet as triggering and collapsing mechanisms as shown in figure 3.5. The vertical dashed lines show when ICRF is turned on causing the transition from State I to State III, then the ICRF is turned off going from State III to State II and finally when the pellet is injected causing the back transition from State II back to State I. Each of these confinement states reach a time steady state after an initial transient allowing a reproducible control cycle.
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Figure 3.5: Transition cycle among three confinement states. a. Ion temperature b. Electron temperature and c. Density. with state I as least confined state, II metastable state with high confinement and III is a stable high confinement state.
3.5.3 Time averaged profiles at the different confinement levels of the control cycles

In order to investigate the characteristics of these 3 steady states we look at profiles in each of the steady state regimes. The steady state time averaged profiles are plotted for the ion and electron temperature, density, radial electric field and anomalous transport coefficient for three regions a) State I (Lowest confinement state): After pellet injection and before ICRF is turned on, b) State III (Highest confinement state): After ICRF is turned on c) State II (Intermediate confinement state.): After ICRF is turned off. These three state profiles are clearly separated inside the ITB region. In these plots transition mechanisms are the external controls that trigger/initiate the given transitions.Figure 3.6 shows that the average core ion temperature peaks strongly, increasing by approximately a factor of two as the ICRF is turned on. This corresponds to the transition from confinement state I to confinement state III in figure 3.3a.. When the ICRF is turned off, the ion temperature profile drops to the intermediate confinement state, still almost 1.5 times higher then the original state. This corresponds to the transition from state III to state II in figure 3.3a.. Finally, state II, the metastable state, back transitions to the initial state I after a pellet with a perturbation amplitude of 0.3 is injected at radial position r/a
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= 0.15.

Figure 3.6: Time averaged ion temperature profiles at three different confinement states of the plasma.
The electron temperature profile changes are very similar. Comparing the time averaged electron temperature profiles in figure 3.7 with corresponding profiles for ion temperature in figure 3.6, it can be seen that there is a clear temperature difference between ion and electron near the core before ICRF is turned on that is due to background NBI power that mostly goes into the ions. Because of this temperature difference between electrons and ions, heat transfer from the ions to the electrons is strong. The electron temperature therefore rises after ICRF is turned on and profile becomes steeper. As the ICRF is turned off the rate of heat transfer from the ions to the electrons drops. Therefore electron profile also shallows down. After the perturbation from pellet the barrier breaks, leading to transport becoming enhanced with the profile decreasing to its initial state.
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Figure 3.7: Time averaged electron temperature profiles at three different confinement states of the plasma.
The main source of density in the absense of pellets in this model is the constant gas puffing from the edge. This causes the density evolution to be slower and lag behind the temperature changes as can be seen in figures 3.1 and 3.5. ICRF is neither a source nor a sink to the density directly but as the ICRF is turned on, an increase greater then a factor of 2 in density is observed (figure 3.8). This is an important signature of barrier formation because radially outward transport is reduced and there is no other sink of density in the core. The profile drop after ICRF is turned off indicates some transport but is much smaller then the decrease in temperature because there is no change in the density source. The pellet injection transiently increases the density. But with the increased transport from the barrier removal the density profile also drops to its initial state after pellet injection. This indicates that the pellet breaks the barrier.
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Figure 3.8: Time averaged density profiles at three different confinement states of the plasma.
Temperature and density gradients and hence the pressure gradient are the main components of the radial electric field as seen in Equation 3.6. As seen in figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 these quantities are increased after ICRF is turned on. Hence the ICRF power changes the radial electric field profile as shown in figure 3.9. The radial electric field and its gradient are the main factor in the shear suppression rate. But the shear suppression rate is largely independent of the sign of the radial electric field and the sign of its gradient[9]. Therefore the ion barrier foot extends far beyond the radial position of minimum < Er > which can be seen by comparing figure 3.9 and figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.9: Time averaged radial electric field (Er ) profiles in the three different confinement levels of the control cycle and their transitions.
Calculation of thermal transport coefficient is a main diagnostic of the amount of reduction of the turbulent transport. The ion thermal transport coefficient profiles for the three confinement levels are plotted in figure 3.10. This shows that the ion thermal transport coefficient is reduced by factor of about 10 in the confinement state II and III when compared to confinement state I over much of the core range of radial positions. This indicates that strong internal transport barrier is formed in the confinement states II and III. The radial extent suggests that barrier in the confinement level II is narrower and a little bit weaker than that in III level which means as the ICRF is turned off the barrier still persists. This is also further indication of the intrinsic hysteresis of the transport barrier.
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Figure 3.10: Ion thermal transport coefficients in three different states of the control cycle.

At the start the input power is only the NBI power at which the plasma is in the low- est/weak confinement level (State I). To push it to the strong confinement level ICRF is turned on. The plasma reaches the highest confinement level (State III). As ICRF is turned off it falls to the intermediate confinement level but not back the original lowest confinement state. This is the hysteresis. The lowest confinement state at the same power is returned to when a pellet is used to trigger the transition from State II to State I. The intermediate level (State II) is likely to be the best operating regime for fusion because it has less steep profiles than State III and is therefore less likely to be susceptible to MHD instabilities. It also can be knocked down to lowest confinement level easily to enable impurity exhaust and
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In this work it is seen that a transport barrier control cycle governed by ICRF power, pellet and NBI power can be produced. The intrinsic hysteresis[6] in this active control cycle can be visualized clearly in figure 3.11 through the energy confinement time. The confinement time τE is defined as the ratio of thermal energy of the plasma to the input power(P)[16]



clean the device before restarting the cycle.

Figure 3.11: Active control cycle with Hysteresis.
3.6 Conclusions

This work has examined internal transport barriers in magnetically confined plasmas, focusing on the challenges for controlling transport given the self-organized nature of barrier formation, control, and dynamics particularly in stiffer [12-14] high performance plasmas. We present a novel control cycle utilizing a combination of profile manipulation by transient external inputs associated with neutral beam injection, RF power, and pellet injection, combined with the hysteresis intrinsic to transport barriers. This research is based on numerical solution of a 1-D transport model with ion and electron multiscale fluctuations, and dynamic profiles of density, ion temperature and electron temperature under the external inputs, fluctuation-driven transport, and E × B shear suppression. Internal transport barrier formation is dependent on the interplay between shear suppression and linear instability growth rate. The shear suppression rate is governed by the radial electric field and its gradient which depends on temperature and density gradient thus the pressure gradient. Likewise, 
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the linear growth rates of the instabilities are governed by the same profiles and their gradients but with a different functional dependence. Therefore, triggering and removing ITBs is dependent on temperature and density profile gradient steepening and relaxation (control). Close to the critical transition point such steepening and relaxation can be actively controlled using transient ICRF power and pellets in the reversed sheared plasma. Turning on the ICRF triggers the plasma to transition from the lowest/weak confinement level to highest confinement level by modifying the temperature and density gradients and hence radial electric field gradient past the critical gradient which ultimately produces strong shear suppression. Due to the intrinsic hysteresis of the barrier, turning off the ICRF does not cause the plasma to transition back to the initial state, rather it maintains a slightly weaker high confinement state. When relaxation of this state is desirable for impurity exhaust or MHD instability control, appropriately placed pellet injection can again modify the profile gradients allowing the full back transition to the low confinement regime. While most of the work presented here was using DII-D parameters, this easily repeatable cycle which allows control of the ITBs with minimal external power has been numerically demonstrated for DIII-D, KSTAR, JT-60SA and EAST parameters as well.
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Chapter 4 Self-sustained Internal Transport Barrier Control Cycles in JT-60SA Machine Parameters Scenario.
4.1 Abstract

A control mechanism for the temperature and density profiles involving the formation and degradation of transport barriers in tokamak plasmas is studied for JT-60SA parameters. A reversed shear configuration is used as it facilitates barrier formation in tokamak plasmas. Auxiliary heating near the core is implemented with a Gaussian profile of neutral beam injection (NBI) power centered at the core and a deposition width of 0.12r/a with a being a minor radius and r being a radial distance from the magnetic axis. With this configuration, a self sustained control cycle of barrier formation and degradation and hence profiles steepening and relaxation is observed. Heat exchange between two transport channels and thermal conductive losses in the electron channel are found to be dominant driving factors for such self control cycles. Transport pulses are observed inside the barrier foot point that enhance thermal conductive losses and profile relaxation. This technique has been applied to DIII-D parameter scenarios also and shows similar behaviour.
4.2 Introduction

In toroidal magnetic fusion devices, particle and heat transport across the magnetic surfaces are found to be much higher than those predicted by collisional transport theories.[1] Anomalous transport theories explain such transport processes as being due to turbulent transport. Reduction of that transport to the neoclassical level so that fusion criteria can be met in a steady state reactor design is a concern for the present plasma fusion research community. The aim is to have a reactor operating in an advanced tokamak scenario with a 
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high confinement time and still safe from major plasma instabilities[2, 3]. Achieving a high confinement time is one of the main challenges, while on the other hand, profile relaxation (control) and cleaning the device (impurity exhaust) is another challenge. The concept of internal transport barriers (ITBs) is one of the most efficient ways to get to the high confinement state. A reversed shear (RS) magnetic configuration permits the generation of ITBs more easily compared to positive shear (PS) plasmas. Hence, for advanced tokamak operation, configurations with negative or reversed shear at the core and positive shear at the edge has been proposed[4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Threshold power study in the reversed shear, high β plasmas shows a strong correlation with the formation of internal transport barrier, where 
β  is the ratio of plasma pressure to the magnetic field pressure. The reversed shear plasmas have a low threshold compared to weak positive shear plasmas[5]. There have been many studies done on controlling and triggering such ITBs in tokamak plasmas. The accepted theories [9, 10] suggest that E×B shear[11] can break the turbulent vortexlike structures and reduce the radial coherence length within an internal transport barrier expected in the sheared flow layer. Several mechanisms[5, 6, 4] in which auxiliary heating, current drive, and pellets can be used with intrinsic hysteresis phenomena to give active control of ITBs. In this study a novel and possibly a very important, control mechanism has been explored in which just NBI power at the magnetic axis with a very narrow deposition profile is capable of generating a self-sustained self control cycle. In this mechanism, other means of heating and current drive are not required. A combination of heat exchange between the two channels and electron thermal losses are the main factors for triggering and breaking the barriers in the cycles. There are two mechanisms for the heat exchange between the two channels which are dominant at different places. The collision dominated one, which primarily depends on temperature difference between the channels and the density is often important near the core of the plasma. The next one is ion pressure gradient driven heat transfer which is dominant at the radial position where ion pressure gradient is high and close to the center of the barrier.
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The organization of the remaining part of this chapter is as follows. Section 4.3 covers the brief description of the model used for this research. Section 4.4 highlights the simulations that are the basis of this control model. The main results will be presented in Section 4.5. Finally, Section 4.6 presents the discussion and summary of the results.
4.3 Model

For this research, a five field 1D transport model[14, 15] is used. The evolving fields are density that has source terms (NBI and gas puffing), a diffusion term that can behave both as a source and a sink, and a fusion term as a sink, which is turned off here. Two other quantities evolving with time are the ion and electron temperatures. They have source terms such as NBI, energy exchange between the channels, conduction and convection terms. The remaining two fields are the electron and ion fluctuation amplitudes, these are the turbulence terms which drive the anomalous transport. They contain terms like the growth rate, shear suppression, turbulence decorrelation term and turbulence diffusion terms. The radial electric field is given by a force balance equation that mainly depends on the ion pressure gradient, flow velocities and magnetic fields. The flow velocities are set to zero in this work. The radial electric field and its shear impacts the electron and ion fluctuation amplitudes through an E×B shear term which in turn impacts the turbulence diffusivities. The ion temperature gradient (ITG) and electron temperature gradient (ETG) turbulence diffusivities, which are also metrics for barrier characterization, are controlled mainly through the gradients in the ion and electron temperature profiles. The model equations are as follows.
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and
The full description of all the terms can be found in[14, ?]. Terms related to RF power, Pellet and fusion are set zero here because we are not using these sources in this research work.
4.4 Simulation

For our simulations, NBI power is one of the major control knobs used. It is deposited centrally at the magnetic axis (r/a = 0) with a Gaussian profile which has a deposition width 0.12 r/a, where r/a is normalized minor radius. The deposition profile of the NBI power is shown in the blue curve in figure 4.1. A negative central magnetic shear (NCS) is used as it facilitates the formation of barriers in the core region even though it is not a necessary condition. A fixed q profile with central value of 3.5 and minimum value of 2.5 at radial position r/a = 0.35 is used for the NCS magnetic configuration. The q profile indicated by the red curve in figure 4.1 which clearly shows the NCS scenario. The plot also shows that almost all the NBI power lies inside the minimum of the q profile which helps to maintain the steep gradients in the temperature and density profiles and hence facilitates the formation 
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of the ITBs.

Figure 4.1: NBI deposition profile and safety factor (q) profile.
Other JT-60SA machine specific parameters such as a minor radius (a) = 1.18 m, ma jor radius (R) = 2.96 m, toroidal magnetic field (BT ) = 2.25 T, beam energy = 210 keV are used in the simulation. No other auxiliary heating or current drive sources are used. The simulation work started with a lower NBI power of 10 MW with which there was no barrier in any transport channel. Then, NBI power was increased to 15 MW at which weak ion thermal barrier was observed but density transport was significantly increased. This was clearly identified by the reduction of core density. The NBI power was increased to 20 MW and then to 25 MW. At that point the ion barrier became stronger and an electron barrier also developed, and the particle transport also got highly suppressed. This power level could cause unstable profile so the power is lowered to 20 MW. At this point, a slow profile oscillation is initiated causing the barriers to form and go away quasi-periodically with an interval of about 2.0 s.
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4.5 Results
4.5.1 Density and temperature control

A single channel of NBI power wit 20 MW deposited is used. The NBI power is deposited as a Gaussian profile with deposition width of 0.12 a where a is a minor radius of the device and centered at the core (r/a — 0). NBI power goes into the ions or electrons depending upon the electron temperature. A self-sustained controlled cycle has been developed in which the ion and electron temperature grow the core followed by density growth indicating strong barriers in the ion channel. As the core temperature reaches its maximum value, thermal transport increases near the edge of the barrier causing a continuous decrease in the core temperature in the ion and electron channel while the density still keeps growing. At some point in time, outward propagating pulses break the barrier and eventually all the three quantities, ion temperature, electron temperature and density fall sharply at the core. The temperature and density gradients fall and reach their minimum values, restarting the cycle. In each cycle the density peak is observed to lag behind the corresponding temperature peaks. This implies that the thermal transport increases first. The ion core temperature reaches its maximum slightly earlier than the corresponding electron one. The slight delay is due to heat transfer from ion to electron channel through collisions. The temperature profiles flatten out to some extent allowing transport bursts to initiate in the ion channel transporting both heat and particles out from the core. Both core temperature and densityreach their minimum with the relaxation of their profiles. The period of the oscillation cycle is approximately constant at nearly 2 s for these parameters. The ratio TiOmaxTiOmin
2 with asimilar ratio seen in the electron temperature and density also. This indicates that the high confinement regime of the cycle is strong and significant while the transport is robust in the low confinement regime of the cycle. The black dotted vertical line in figure 4.2, indicates the time at which central ion temperature reaches its maximum which is earlier than for the electron temperature while the white dotted vertical line marks the time at which central
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density reaches its maximum value which is just ahead of burst initiation.

Figure 4.2: Four self controlled confinement cycles for (a) Ion Temperature (Ti), (b) Electron temperature (Te), and (c) Density (n), within the radial position r/a < 0.5.
Since the NBI power is continuously supplied at the core with a narrow deposition profile, the central temperature and density rise and ion barrier gets stronger. Most of NBI power goes to the ion channel. But due to the temperature difference between ion and electron channels and high density near the core, heat transfer takes place from ions to electrons in that region. This causes the electron temperature profile also to get steepened up. The thermal equilibrium region between the electron and ion channel expands inward in the reversed shear region. The heat transport to the edge then starts in the electron channel through the conduction process that increases the temperature difference near the core. The heat transfer from ion to electron channel further increases leading to a fall in the ion core temperature. In this way, the core temperature profiles fall in both channels but the density still keeps on growing until the bursts start. Analyzing some instantaneous profiles at different times in the cycle in figure 4.3, it is seen that during the barrier formation phase, the ion core temperature rises faster than the electron temperature and density as the profile 
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transitions from red at 0.8 s to green at 1.2 s. The ion and electron core temperatures reach their top saturation level at time 1.4 s and then decrease significantly up to 2.0 s, however, the core density is still seem to be increasing significantly as indicated by profiles at 1.4 s to 2.0 s shown in figure 4.3(c). This shows that even though thermal transport is initiated, there is still strong particle transport suppression. The ion temperature leads the electron temperature in time during the profile fluctuations. This is due to the fact that while the core temperature is rising, a large fraction of the NBI power goes to the ion temperature while a smaller fraction of the NBI power and the heat transferred from the rising temperature to the electron temperature which causes the lag in the electron temperature rise. On the other side of the cycle, while their temperatures are falling, the electron channel becomes the sink channel for even the ion temperature to drain the energy from the core to the edge. The heat gets transferred from the ions to the electrons and out through the electron channel using the thermal conduction loss term. That energy moves towards the edge relaxing the core profiles. The radial electric field profile is very deep during strong suppression of transport while it is shallow when the other profiles (temperature and density) become relatively flat and the transport is strong.
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Figure 4.3: Some instantaneous profiles during the self-controlled confinement cycles for (a) Ion temperature (Ti), (b) Electron temperature (Te), (c) Density (n), and (d) Radial electric field (Er) at r/a < 0.5.
The time traces of the ion temperature (Ti), electron temperature (Te) and the density (n) at three different radial positions r/a = 0, 0.25 and 0.35 are shown in figure 4.4, displaying clearly the phases of the cycles and the time lags described.
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Figure 4.4: Time traces of (a) Ion temperature, (b) Electron temperature, and (c) Density at three different radial positions r/a — 0, 0.25, and 0.35.
4.5.2 Electron and ion fluctuation amplitude

The ion and electron fluctuation amplitudes are here denoted by εi and εe respectively and defined as ε  . The fluctuation amplitudes depend on their respective turbulence growth rates, non linear decorrelation rates, shear suppression rates and turbulence diffusion rates[3]. Initially, in the cycle there are bursty parts in both channels before 1.0 c in figure 4.5. These bursts help to take out particles and energy from core to edge relaxing corresponding profiles. This corresponds to the lowest core temperatures and densities in figure 4.2. The lowest confinement is achieved at that time. This can be taken as a cleaning or exhaust phase for the machine. After 1.0 s, ion fluctuation amplitude is becoming more suppressed, indicating a stronger barrier in the ion channel but the electron channel turbulence is further enhanced. This persists until the next burst regime. The highly suppressed ion fluctuation 
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amplitude indicates a strong ion barrier formation that causes increases in the ion and electron temperatures and the density simultaneously. Later on, the transport enhancement from the electron channel causes ion and electron temperatures to drop slowly but the density still keeps on increasing until the bursts start.

Figure 4.5: Self controlled confinement cycles for a. Ion fluctuation amplitude , b. Electron fluctuation amplitude, r/a < 0.5.
4.5.3 NBI into ion and electron channel

The NBI power absorption in the electron and ion channels is dependent on the electron temperature. At low temperatures below 5 keV, the NBI is absorbed nearly equally in both channels. For electron temperatures greater than 5 keV, the NBI absorption in the ion channel becomes high as compared to that in the electron channel. The absorption in both channels increases as parabolic functions with electron temperature increase. At an electron temperature of about 15 keV, approximately 70% of NBI power is absorbed in the ion channel and the remaining 30% is absorbed in the electron channel. Therefore, during the strong barrier formation time, the maximum amount of heat is absorbed by the ion component of the plasma leading to the increase in ion to electron temperature ratio in the core region of the plasma as shown in figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: NBI heating fractions to electron (blue) and ion (red) normalized to the sum of their maximum values.
The ratio of the ion to electron temperature is one of the factors determining the amount of heat transfer between these two channels through collisions. Figure 4.7 shows the ion temperature to electron temperature ratio in two states of the cycles, State I (high confinement state) and State II (low confinement state). The ratio greater than one indicates the heat transfer from the ions to the electrons and the ratio less than one indicates the opposite heat transfer.
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Figure 4.7: Ion to electron temperature ratios at high confinement region (red) and low confinement bursty region (blue).
Because of the large temperature difference between the ions and electrons, and a high density at the core, thermal exchange due to collision between ion and electron becomes high at the core and heat flows from ions to electrons at the core.

4.5.4 Heat transfer between ion and electron channels
Heat is transferred from the ion to electron channel or vice versa due to the temperature difference between the ions and electrons. The heat transfer relation is given byQex = Qex(i÷-e) = -Qex(e<-i) = 3ne(Te - Ti), where ne, Te and Ti are electron density, electron temperature and ion temperature respectively. mi and me are the respective masses of

T3/2an ion and an electron. τe ~ ~n is the electron collision time. Figure 4.8 shows the heat flow from the ions to the electrons in the core during the growth phase.
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Figure 4.8: Collisional heat exchange between the electrons and ions. Dark blue at the core with negative values corresponds to heat transfer from ion to electron and that with dark red and positive larger values correspond to heat flow from electron to ion channel.
The other mechanism for heat transfer between the two species is due to the ion pressure gradient induced transfer which is expressed by Qp — Qp,;. e, — — Qp,e. ;, — Γe d∂p, where Γe, ne, and pi are electron particle flux, density, and ion pressure respectively. In the core region there is a relatively large temperature difference in ion and electron temperature. So heat transfer due to temperature difference is dominant. But in the region just inside the barrier foot, temperature differences are not very significant but ion pressure gradient is significantly large as compared to other regions. So heat transfer takes place mainly through ion pressure gradients as shown by figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Heat transfer from the ions to electrons due to ion pressure gradient.
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4.5.5 Heat conduction in electron and ion channels
First, the heat transfer takes place from the ions to the electrons through temperature difference (near the core) and due to the ion pressure gradient just inside the barrier edge. Those transfers are the main reason that ion core temperature drops after it reaches its maximum. Electron thermal conduction losses are found to be the main mechanism transporting heat to the edge from the core. Hence, core temperature in both channels decrease after they reach the maximum values.

Figure 4.10: Electron thermal conduction profiles when the core temperature in electron and ion channels reach their peaks and drop down. Dark blue colour with negative values indicate the region with high thermal conduction losses and those with darker red color region with positive values for regions having thermal gain due to conduction process in each channel.
In figure 4.10, the region enclosed by a box with white dashed lines represents spatiotemporal region at which maximum thermal conductive transports/losses takes place in the electron channel. Those losses are the main cause of the core thermal profile relaxation in the both the electron and the ion channels.

4.5.6 Energy confinement time (te)
Energy and particle loss rate can be a figure of merit for confinement[5]. In the steady state, energy loss rate is balanced by injected power, hence, energy confinement time can 
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be calculated as the ratio of energy stored in the plasma to the net power injected into the plasma[9]. From figure 4.11, it can be seen that the average confinement time over all cycles is 0.4 s indicated by black dotted horizontal line. Maximum values of confinement time are fairly close in each cycle. The average of maximum values is 0.52 s which is 30% more than the overall average value. The minima have significant variation in each cycle, but the minima also deviate from the overall average value by the same order as the maxima. As was seen in the case of the temperature and density, the oscillations in the confinement time have the period of approximately a factor of 2.

Figure 4.11: Confinement time variation in the oscillating self-control cycle.
The entire control mechanisms during this self-sustained control cycles of internal transport barriers are presented in the form of a cartoon or a flow chart in figure 4.12. The whole process is divided into two phases namely the profile steepening phase that is enclosed by green dotted box in the left and the profile relaxation phase that is enclosed by the blue dotted box in the right.
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Figure 4.12: Mechanisms for self-controlled cycle of the profile and internal transport barriers in JT-60SA parameters scenario. Green dotted box (left) envelopes the profile steepening phases while blue dotted box (right) envelopes profile relaxation phases.
4.6 Discussions and Conclusion

It is accepted that the control of internal transport barriers (ITBs) is crucial for fusion power in advanced steady state tokamak reactors. Even though various active control techniques for ITBs with different external actuators have been proposed and demonstrated in non-burning plasma, these could be quite difficult to implement in burning plasma due to its stiff nature. A novel technique that uses only constant NBI power as an auxiliary power source has been found which establishes a self-sustained control cycle of ITB enhancement and degradation. Such a self sustained control cycle is observed in the core heated plasma with narrow heat deposition profile in a JT-60SA machine parameter scenario with the reversed magnetic shear configuration. NBI power of 5 MW is used as Gaussian profile of deposition width = 0.12 r/a. Power is increased to 25 MW at which very strong barriers in both ion and electron channels have been developed. Such barriers are strong and continuously present with time which is not good for stability, power extraction, and removal of impurities. Power is then reduced to 20 MW with the same deposition profile. After the reduction of the power, profile oscillation is automatically set up between high and low 
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gradient limits. As a result, transport barriers formation and a degradation cycle has come into play in the core of the plasma. The principal mechanisms behind these for such selfsustained cycles are found to be the core heating, thermal transport from ion to electron in the core, and conductive losses in the electron channel. Core heating with NBI power is responsible for the formation of steep profile gradients and strong transport barriers. This also allows the transfer of heat from the ion to the electron channel through collision and magnetic flux surface shifting. On the other hand, transfer of energy from ion to electron channel followed by conductive loss in the electron channel are responsible for the profile relaxation and weakening or destruction of the barriers. The natural slow oscillations lead to alternating high confinement ”good for fusion” periods followed by low confinement ”good for exhaust” periods with no needed external controls.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions
This thesis is based on understanding and controlling the turbulent transport processes in the fusion plasmas. The turbulent transport phenomenon largely controls the transport of the fusion power from the core to the edge of the tokamak reactor, a toroidal magnetic fusion device. This happens through heat and particles like the fast ions, alpha particles, and impurity fluxes. Therefore turbulence and turbulent transport are critically important in fusion reactors. In addition to the needed transport, it also causes profile relaxation, lowering the gradients that degrades performance and may lead to bigger instabilities and disruptions within the fusion plasma. Disruptions can increase the chance of destruction of the reactor by melting the plasma facing component and the confinement components. The entire work of this thesis has focused on controlling turbulence and turbulent transport through the control of internal transport barriers in fusion plasmas. Magnetic confinement of plasmas in tokamak reactors is the confinement type studied in this research. The tokamak geometry with its toroidal magnetic field is used for having closed magnetic field lines to prevent plasma leakage[1]. A hollow current profile with reduced pressure gradient at shear reversal position is stable to the ideal MHD modes[2]. Hence, negative central shear (NCS) corresponding to a hollow current profile has been implemented in the simulations investigated. A self- consistent 1D transport model[3, 4] has been used for the simulations. Ion temperature gradient (ITG) and electron temperature gradient (ETG) driven turbulence are used while calculating the linear growth rates during the turbulence. Formation and control of internal transport barriers has been found to be possible in burning plasma with the application of auxiliary heating such as NBI and RF initially, while alpha heating or self heating can replace those auxiliary sources fully or partially as the fusion criteria are fulfilled. An increase in core heating power with narrow power deposition is always found to be helpful in forming 
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stronger and wider barriers due to steep profile gradients and strong shear formation. To control these barriers in the burning plasma, single pellet injection in burning plasma at the core is found to transiently break the weak barrier which is due to the transient flattening of the temperature profile but ultimately increases the fusion rate at the core which varies with the square of the density. An increase in fusion rate leads to increase in core heating through alpha power and the formation of a stronger barrier. Likewise, in the plasma with NBI power slightly below the threshold power, a single pellet injected outside the shear reversal position has transiently formed the barrier due to a slight increase in the temperature profile gradients. Repeated injection of multiple pellets at the core of a burning plasma forms the strong barriers and reaches the steady state with some profile oscillations resonating with pellet injection frequencies, mostly enhancing barriers and some transport transiently. RF power at the core has formed a stronger and wider barrier just like that from NBI power at the core. The RF power has opposite feedback while the heating position is moved away from the core in the radial direction. This means it weakens or degrades the existing barriers because in the later position, RF heating creates relatively flatter temperature profiles. In this case free energy from the profile gradient is re-channelized to the turbulence growth rate from shear suppression rate. Even though RF power away from the core has weakened the barriers enhancing transport , pellet injection inside but close to the RF power is found to be helping to form the barrier. Pellet reduces the local temperature. Neutral or ionized particles from pellet absorb heat from RF power and diffuse to the core increasing core temperature and also increasing the fusion rate and hence alpha heating. This is more effective if pellet and RF power are away from the barrier foot point. So use of both pellet and RF power is observed to be applicable to enhance and suppress the transport controlling the barriers in the burning plasma. Hence in this simulation for burning plasma, we have found a mechanism by which control of internal transport barriers in burning plasma with the application of external actuators like heating and pellets in the proper positions is possible. These findings are based on the ITER parameters scenarios but can be extended to other 
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devices that also utilize fusion power as one of the heating sources.Next we present a novel barrier and profile control mechanism using active manipulation of external actuators like ICRF heating and pellet in sequential order with uniform NBI power as the background power source. This mechanism utilizes the hysteresis effect in the fusion plasma barriers. Minimal background NBI power helps to maintain the profiles in the Limit Cycle Oscillations regime. When the plasma is in this regime, it is found to be easier to cause the transition to the ITB regime with the application of the other external triggers. As an external trigger, ICRF heating is used. Such wave heating imparts energy to resonating plasma ions through wave particle interactions. This energy gets transferred to electrons from ions through collision transfer at the core of the plasma as there is a high plasma density. Hence, ICRF heating at the core is found to be helpful in creating steep temperature profile gradients in both ion and electron channels. The steep temperature profile gradients leads to the increased E×B shear that dramatically reduce local thermal and particle diffusivities. This is the case with strong ITBs in both channels represented as the highest confinement level or State III in Chapter 3. If the ICRF is continued, this scenario persists but it can be prone to disruption. Even if disruption does not happen, impurity accumulation at the core becomes a major problem. Impurity accumulation hinders the heating of plasma to the required level even if external heating is used. Turning off the ICRF does not cause the profiles to go back to the initial low confinement state due to hysteresis. They remain in the intermediate state or State II as mentioned in Chapter 3. In this state, ITBs persist but in the weaker form than in the case of State III. This state is considered the best state for the fusion operation because it can provide sufficient core heating for the fusion with a profile which is stable and can easily be knocked down to the initial low confinement state or State I as explained in Chapter 3. Pellets of suitable size can be used near the gradient head to get it back to the initial state in which turbulent transport is enhanced. This helps to clean the device through transport of impurities towards the edge. This is a scheme that is highly recommended validation by the experimental groups in DIII-D, EAST, KSTAR, JT-60SA 
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and in the burning plasma also in the future.Finally, it is accepted that control of internal transport barriers (ITBs) is a supportive factor for the design of the steady state tokamak reactors. Various active control techniques[4, 5, 6] for ITBs with different external actuators have been proposed and demonstrated in nonburning plasmas. These could be quite difficult to implement in burning plasmas due to its stiff nature. A novel self control technique that utilizes only NBI power as an auxiliary power and capable of establishing a self-sustained control cycle of ITBs has been found. This self-sustained control cycle is found in simulations of the core heated plasmas with narrow heat deposition profiles in the JT-60SA machine parameters scenarios with the reversed magnetic shear configuration. An NBI power of 5 MW is used as a Gaussian profile of deposition width = 0.1r/a. Power is increased gradually up to 25 MW at which point very strong barriers in both ion and electron channels have been developed. Such barriers are strong and continuously present with time which is not good for stability, fusion power extraction, and removal of impurities. The NBI power is then reduced to 20 MW with the same deposition profile. After the reduction of the power, profile oscillation automatically are set up between high and low gradients limits. As a result, a transport barrier formation and deterioration cycle comes into play in the core of the plasma. The principal factors enabling such self-sustained cycles are found to be the core heating, thermal transport from ion to electron in the core, and conductive losses in the electron channel. Core heating with NBI power is responsible for the formation of steep profile gradients and strong transport barriers. This also allows the transfer of heat from the ion to electron channel through collision and magnetic flux surface shifting. On the other side of the oscillations, the transfer of energy from ion to electron channel followed by conductive loss in the electron channel are responsible for the profile relaxation and weakening or removal of the barriers. It is proposed that the experimental groups perform some experiments to investigate the feasibility of this mechanism. If this works, it will be a huge step towards fusion power. These three different investigations are tied together in their approach to control of enhanced confinement regimes 
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using both the E ×B shear and existing external control knobs to access optimal confinement conditions. All three would improve our ability to make fusion a viable energy source for the future.
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